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Statement of the Problem

--------

The problem involved in this study wa s to ascertain the current
me t}vxls and materials used hy office simulation teachers in the secondary

schools of the State of Oregon and to suggest a plan to implement a

sin~-

lateLl offi ce progra m in th e Reynolds School District.
' o f Data and Manner in
-Rcst<me
·- -------·
- ------------

which it was Obtained

Questionnaires \·J ere sent to 170 Oregon teachers of office practice.
One hundred and fifty - six questionnaires \·:ere returned.

Quest ions we re asked as to how tl1 e class was set up, the materi a ls

and

cq ui p ~c nt

used, the size of the school and class, requirements of the
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class. evaluation criteria, why the program was implemented, the objectives, problems encountered. and promotional methods used.
In addition to the survey. related literature and simulated materials
were reviewed to obtain information for developing a plan of implementation
l

of an office simulation program in the Reynolds School District.
Summary of Results
The following infornation was concluded from the questionnaire:
1.

Sixty-five per cent of the teachers responding to the question-

naire teach office simulation.

Forty-six per cent of these teachers teach

the class independent of other classes.
2.

Most teachers require Typing I as a prerequisite and students

who are at least in their junior year of school.
3.

-

Most schools offer office simulation one period per day, five

days a week.
4 • . Lester Hill Corporation and materials prepared by individual
teachers are the most frequently used materials.
5.

~ost

of the equipment used for office simulation is equipment

already in use in the business classrooms.
6.

The most popular.length of tir.le at one J()b position is four

7.

Host teachers select the students for job positions through

weeks.

student applications and interviews. ·
8.

In classes including simulation . units, quality of work, mail-

ability, and attitude were the three top ranked evaluation criteria.

In

the independent simulation class, quality of work, effort and improvement,
and cooperation were ranked at the top.
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9.

Office simulation classes most frequently offered two credits

for ten hou·:r·s per week for a full year and one credit for five hours per
week for a full year.
10.

The majority of the schools offering office simulation arc

over 500 students and have 11 to 20 students in the class.
11.

The majority of the schools offering office simulation have

one or two classes.
12.

l'lork-flow experience, depending on the work of others, and

coordinating skills with demands on the job are facets of office simulation which are not learned in other classes.
13.

Office simulation was implemented in many of the schools be-

cause of a teacher desire.
14.

The top ranked

obj~ctives

were to help students develop de-

sirable work habits such as ability to organize, to follow directions,
and to be thorough and efficient and to develop acceptable character,
personality traits, and work habits important to the business office.
15.

Most office simulation teachers in Oregon feel that the pro-

gram is meeting the objectives desired.
16.

Scheduling difficulties and teacher preparation time are the

two r.aain problems faced by teachers in setting up a simulation progran.
17.

Student recommendations, counselor recommendations, and pre-

sentations in other classes are the promotional methods used most often
by the teachers of office simulation.
The following are suggested in the plan of implementation:
1.
School.

The office simulation class will be taught at Columbia High
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2.

The class will he independent of other classes and \till meet

two hours per day, five days a week for a full year.
3.

The simulation materials to be used are SAFECO and Lester Hill

Corporation.
4.

Typing I will be a prerequisite for the simulation class.

S.

Students will apply for job positions and be rotated about

every four weeks.
6.

Class size will be limited to 28 students.

7.

An advisory committee will be organized.
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CHAPTER I
INTRO DUCT ION

A primary goal of office educators is to provide relevant learning
experiences that prepare the student for the world of work.

Realistic

learning situations can be provided in the classroom through a simulated
office program.
At the present time, Reynolds High School does not offer a simulated office program.

It was the desire of this writer to study the

simulated office programs in the State of Oregon through a survey of
simulated office teachers.

The findings of this study were used to de-

sign a plan to implement a simulated office program in the Reynolds
School District.
Need for the Study
A major objective of business education today is to provide relevancy in training for office occupations.

After students have acquired

the knowledges and skills necessary for employment, they should have t11e
opportunity to apply these knowledges and skills.
The modern business office is rapidly changing and the demands on
the workers are vigorous and diversified.

Beginning workers tend to have

the employable skills needed but fall short in qualities of good judgment,
resourcefulness, and responsibility.

These traits are also important in

retaining the job and advancing in the positions within the company.
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Many businessmen suggest that renewed effort in teaching
be made to develop within students preparing for offices the
following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The ability to handle oral and written instructions.
The ability to handle materials efficiently, to plan
and organize work.
The ability to work under pressure with a minimum
loss of time.
Versatility- - the ability to adapt to changing work
demands.
Responsibility--a sense of personal involvement in
the success of the company (35:105)

The business courses taught at Reynolds High School arc not designed
to incorporate the activities that would enhance the above mentioned
skills.
At the time of this writing, the following business education courses
were offered at Reynolds High School to meet the vocational and personal
needs of the students:
Typewriting I
Personal Typewriting--! semester
Intermediate Typewriting--(A remedial typewriting class for students
not doing well the first year of Typewriting)
Business Communications--(Advanced Typewriting)
Career Office Education--(Office Practice)
Clerical Assistants--(Teacher aides)
Shorthand I
Shorthand II
Accounting I
Accounting I I
Personal Finance

3

Business Law
Briefhand--1 semester
Although Reynolds does not have an office simulation program, it
does have a Diversified Occupations (work experience) program, which is
not a part of the business education curriculum.
tages to the work experience program.

There are many advan-

It does provide realisM for begin-

ning workers and does provide wages as well as school credit.
this program at Reynolds has its limitations.

However,

It does not always place

students in jobs relevant to their interests and training.

Students are

placed wherever jobs can be found with little regard as to their interests
or abilities.

It is not always easy to find enough cooperating businesses

in which to place students.

Work experience takes students away from

school for a half day, thus preventing many students, who are interested
in the extra-curricular activities and college preparatory classes offered
by the school, from participating in this program.

The program is limited

to those students who have transportation to and from work.

The locat i on

of Reynolds High School and the new Columbia High School makes it difficult for many students to leave school unless they have their own transportation.

Work experience does not provide training for the student with

limited skills and below-average ability.
actual work experience.

Some students are not ready for

They need more training to develop their skills

and the maturity vital to success on the job.

For these students, a pro-

gram within the school environment provides the best opportunity for this
development.
The business curriculum at Reynolds also offers a career office
education class (office practice), which includes a clerical assistant
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program.

In the career office education class, advanced skills in typing

and shorthand are developed and skills in business machines and filing are
taught.

The second hour of the class is a clerical assistant program where-

by the students work in the office or for a teacher.

The philosophy be-

hind the clerical assistant program is to provide work experience for the
students.
limited.

However, in most cases, the experiences of the students are
Many of their experiences are confined to grading papers, typing

tests on masters and using the duplicator.
A simulated office, in addition to the work experience program and
career office education class, would increase the possibility of the students gaining realistic office training where they may obtain the traits
suggested by businessmen.
The simulated office
business classes.

p~ogram

would not replace any of the existing

It would be taught in addition to the basic business

classes and would be used as a capstone experience to help bridge the gap
between the classroom and the business office.

It would provide the stu-

dent the opportunity to develop the personal qualities that are so essential to success on the job.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was to ascertain the current
methods and materials used by office simulation teachers in the secondary
schools of the State of Oregon and to design a plan to implement a simulated office program in the Reynolds School District.
The questions to be answered were:
1.

What are the prerequisites of the class?

2.

For what block of time does the class meet?
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3.

What text or materials are used?

4.

What equipment is used?

5.

How often are job positions rotated?

6.

How are students selected for job positions?

7.

What criteria are used in grading the students?

8.

How many credits are given the students?

9.

How many students are enrolled in the school?

10.

How many students are enrolled in the class?

11.

How many office simulation classes are offered?

12.

Is the class integrated with other classes?

13.

What learning takes place that students cannot get elsewhere?

14.

Why was the program implemented in the school?

15.

What are the objectives of office simulation?

16.

Is the class meeting the objectives desired?

17.

What problems were encountered in setting up the program?

18.

What promotional methods are used to encourage students to
take the class?

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to provide for the students in the
Reynolds School District an office simulation program, which will teach
them the office skills necessary to obtain employment, retain their employment, advance within the business, and to meet the challenges of the
business world.
The Reynolds School District will have a new school, Columbia High
School, opening in the fall of 1977.
school until the fall of 1978.

There will not be seniors in the

Therefore, the Fall of 1978 will he an
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ideal time to implement an office simulation program into the curriculum
of the two schools.
The office practice teachers in Oregon were surveyed to determine
what methods and materials are being used in those schools offering office
simulation.

The information obtained from the questionnaires was used to

plan and implement an office simulation program in the two high schools
in the Reynolds School District.
This study was written with the Reynolds schools in mind.

Therefore,

the availability of facilities, materials, equipment, and finances had
an affect on the development of the program.
Chapter IV is devoted to the results of the questionnaires and
Chapter V is the plan of implementation of the office simulation program
for the Reynolds schools.
Delimitations
This study was limited to the 170 schools in Oregon which offer some
type of office practice class.

The study was conducted during the months

of March through June 10, 1977.
The data utilized in this study was obtained from secondary office
practice teachers in Oregon, who responded to the questionnaires.

The

data received was limited to the checklist questions asked by the writer
of this study.
The questionnaire was designed basically to gather information about
materials and teaching methods used by office simulation teachers.
Additional data from related literature was used by the writer of
this study to develop the plan of implementation of a simulated office
in the Reynolds School District.
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Definition of Terms
Advisory committee:

A group of businesspersons and others in the

community, who are interested in the welfare and advancement of
business education in the school.

The committee's functions are

to help secure proper training stations, recommend curriculum
changes, recommend minimum standards, assist in community surveys, assist in job placement after graduation, and suggest
and help secure resource speakers.
Blocked time:

Students are scheduled into the same classroom,

usually with the same teacher for two or more consecutive
periods daily.
In-basket Project:

A simulation of actual office input but does

not provide for interaction among workers.
Integrated Project:

A unit of simulation in which only a portion

of the office workers' duties are simulated.
Model Office:

An area within the confines of the school building

where facilities and equipment are organized in such a way that
they assume the appearance of a real office operation. (25:7)
Office Practice:

A class in which students become familiar with

office machines, refine previously learned skills, and develop
desirable office traits.
Simulated office:

A course held in the model office where students

conduct themselves as office employees of a simulated company
while learning necessary skills, procedures, and attitudes.

This

is done by providing students with realistic, simulated assignments and projects which require cooperative efforts and use the
standards of the office as criteria of achievement. ( 4 7: 10)
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Vocational Education:

That part of the school curriculum which teaches

the skills and knowledges necessary to obtain and retain employment, which is necessary for the economic security of the worker.
Work flow:

No two people are doing the same job at the same time.

The work of one person depends upon the work of another.
Summary
The information obtained from the questionnaire completed by the
office simulation teachers of Oregon was used to determine the methods
and materials to be used in the simulated office program in the Reynolds
School District.

Related literature was also used as a source of infor-

mation in devising the plan of implementation.
Having a simulated office will increase the opportunities of business
students to gain relevant office training, which will further develop their
skills and business traits which are vital to success in the business world.

CllAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
To provide a background of office simulation, literature relevant
to this topic was reviewed.

The general areas the writer covered include

the history of simulation, its purposes and objectives, preparations
needed for developing and running the program, and its advantages and
disadvantages.
History of Simulation
For many years, the preparation of students for office work consisted of classes in typing, shorthand, and bookkeeping in a business
school.

As more and more office jobs became availahle and employers

became more demanding in their requirements of job applicants, business
educators began to realize that the student needed more to prepare for
the job than the basic skills learned in school.

The need for relevancy

of the training to the world of work became evident.

This brought about

the beginning of office practice classes in the early l900's.

The big-

gest concern of the educators was to train their students for entrylevel positions.
In 1927 a study was made of office managers which determined that
interpersonal relations training was an important factor in training
office workers.

During the years that followed, the professional litera-

ture was full of articles urging teachers to develop instructional
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programs that would simulate job conditions. (36:104)
integrated the business curriculum in the 1940's.

The public schools

Gradually, classes such

as general business, business arithmetic, office machines, and office
practice became part of the curriculum.

The movement toward office simu-

lation had begun.
In 1947, an issue and services editor of the UBEA Forum ran a series
of articles entitled
vice."

'~ffice

Standards and Cooperation with Business Ser-

In these articles, he asked business educators and businessmen

to write articles concerning office standards and the relationship between
the school and business.

This initiated the publication of articles on

the relevancy of business subjects taught.
In the 1950's the model office began to emerge.

Very few materials

were available for teachers, so they began by developing their own programs
and materials.

They began writing about their experiences and publishing

them in business education magazines.

More and more educators recognized

the need for the simulated office.
In 1963 the passage of the Vocational Education Act and the Amendments of 1968 brought about large amounts of federal funds to maintain,
extend, and improve vocational education.
from this act.

Many new programs developed

According to Poland (40:29),

new programs in simulation and block-time instruction have been
developed as a solution to the problem of educating youth for
today and tomorrow's office careers. The act specifically suggested the development of total programs for preparing youth for
the world of work. Specific but isolated courses are no longer
considered to be the core of office education but a total office
program centered around the needs of individuals was determined
necessary in the legislation.
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Besides the simulated office programs, other programs such as integrated projects, work experience, cooperative work experience and simulated work experience developed from the Act.
Many states chose to provide money to start programs in cooperative
education.

This was to be the ideal training situation.

However, many

of these programs did not . provide the training needed for office workers.
It was difficult to find the right kind of stations; the training provided was inadequate; or there simply were not enough training stations.
The students were not properly supervised, and it was difficult to evaluate them.

Problems existed within the school in scheduling the students

and with teachers who were reluctant to dismiss students for work.
Some states took a second look at the program and decided to encourage
office simulation in schools where it was feasible. . Through the State
Department of Education, workshops were held and programs were developed.

By the 1970's the program was well on its way.

In 1972, Condor and

Rainey (13:45) conducted a survey of office practice teachers of the
Mountain-Plains Business Education Association and of Arizona, Arkansas,
Missouri, Louisiana, and Montana.

Of the 454 teachers responding, 68.3

percent stated that students taking office practice received simulated
office experience as part of classroom instruction.
The popularity of the simulated office is high.

It is now a

college offering, an often scheduled workshop, a part of institutes, and
a topic of association meetings.

It is easy to find articles devoted to

office simulation in the trade magazines and yearbooks.
Businesses have recognized the importance of simulation training
in the clerical curriculum and have offered assistance in developing pro. grams.

The Washington Insurance Council, for example, has developed a
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Homeowners Insurance simulation and offers free materials to schools.
Instructional publishers have developed materials so that there are now
commercially prepared simulation materials available.
developed their own simulation packages.

Teachers have

Simulation has become an

accepted method of bringing about relevancy in office education.
Simulation Defined
Simulation is not new to education.
years in non-public education.

It has been around for many

It has been used for years in aviation

training, driver training, and astronaut training.

It has been used

in the military, in industry, and more recently in government.

It is

also "not a new approach in business education; however, this plan does
provide for a renewed emphasis where jobs and tasks are performed by
students in .a well-planned environment." (10: 32)
Many definitions of office simulation are offered in the related
literature.

Elaine Uthe described it this way:

"Simulated office is

used to refer to 'realistic experience'--particularly the type of realism
that is achieved through office-like settings, office-like production jobs,
and office-like positions." (56:141)
According to Hansen and Parker (21:226)
It is a real organization of students formed under the direction
of the teacher that carries on integrated office functions at
a level of intensity and in a facility which corresponds very
closely to those of a typical business office. In reality,
a simulated office could be carrying on the work of a real
business concern.
Other writers, in offering definitions, repeatedly used such terms
as realistic learning, relevancy, reality, integration, total involvement,
work flow, and individualized instruction.
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Purposes of Simulation
There has always been a gap between the classroom and the business
office.

It is the purpose of office simulation to "bridge the gap" in

order to make it easier for the student to adjust to the office situations of the first job.

For many years, employers have expressed a

need for students "to understand job relationships and see how each
individual's job fits into the total office operation."

Students have

suggested that a class be offered in their senior year to "put it all
together'' so that they could apply their skills to a realistic situation
and be evaluated on the effectiveness of those skills. (45:12)
When the student makes the transition from the classroom to the
business environment, he should have entry level skills, developmental
skills, and maturity. (32:161)

Simulation provides the link necessary

to make the transition as smooth as possible.
Some students who have had work experience say that many of the
tasks they are expected to perform on the job are not the same as those
taught in the school and that the material learned in school is not
consistent with the demands of the job.

(42:5)

how they will be expected to perform on the job.

Students need to know
According to Poland,

(39:265)

If they are taught the necessary skills and are acquainted

with the necessary terminology, but have no knowledge of
how to coordinate the skills, they will have difficulty in
applying school-taught skills to on-the-job demands.
Realism is the factor that makes simulation an inportant part of
the office education program.

It provides a realistic experience for

each student in the program.

Several writers feel that the student who

has had the experience of simulation has an advantage over the student
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who has not had simulation.

They feel it provides the student with addi-

tional skills that are lacking in the non-simulation student.
One of the primary purposes of simulation is to develop the student's
dependability, promptness, initiative, pride, and other attitudes which
will help to maintain good relationships with others.
Decarlo, Director of Automation Research at

IB~·I,

the job are more important than other skills.

In 1966, Charles R.

stated that attitudes on

!1e noted that skills are

necessary to achieve adequate standards, but attitudes are important in
advancement and promotion within the firm.

(55:13)

Wunsch (60:7) felt that businesses demand that employees have not
only the necessary skills for the job, but also the necessary ability to
cooperate and interact effectively with fellow employees.
Lea (29:55) surveyed the personnel directors of 11 industries in the
San Jose metropolitan area.

These employers felt that workers who have

experience in working with people make the best workers.

They suggested

that working in a simulated office classroom would be helpful.
There are some skills, such as assuming responsibilities for completeness and correctness of work done, and meeting deadlines, that are learned
only by working with others.

As stated by Hansen and Parker (21:226),

"Simulation is group learning."
people in the group.

The primary relationships are among the

They learn to work together successfully.

group must act together as a team to perform the tasks.

The

According to

Smith (51:56), business is not simply "machines, figures, and inanimate
objects.

Business is dealing with people."

Office simulation gives students the opportunity to get the feeling
of a "live office."

It gives them the opportunity to see the whole picture.
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The interaction that takes place in the actual business can be duplicated in the classroom.

It, therefore, gives students the benefit of

paper flow and job dependencies encountered in any business organization. (14:4)
The purpose of office simulation is to make the transition from
school to work as smooth as possible.

Simulation is based on the pre-

mise that skills, attitudes, and knowledges learned in one situation
will tend to reassert themselves when the elements of the learning situation occur again. (39:265)
Objectives of Simulation
In a survey of off ice practice teachers conducted by Condor and
Rainey (13:45) in the NBEA Mountain Plains region, it was found that
59.1 percent of 257 responding teachers rated the main objective of
office practice as "the development of those acceptable character and
personality traits and work habits needed in the business office."

Second

in importance was "building a background knowledge of business principles,
office organization, and occupational information."

Third in importance

was "to improve and coordinate office skills learned in other courses."
Ringersen (44:22) listed her model office objectives as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To provide situations in which students are required to
integrate previously learned knowledges and skills.
To provide for the application of these previously learned
knowledges and skills in a demanding work situation.
To establish situations requiring that students work cooperatively with others in completing assigned tasks.
To provide situations requiring the student to evaluate
the situation, call upon previously learned knowledges,
acquire new knowledges needed for solving the problems,
finally make a decision, and later evaluate the decision
in terms of the result.
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In on-the-job observations conducted by prospective business teachers
at Radford College, one executive secretary in the study advised that
business classes should attempt to develop in future employees:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Effectiveness in getting along with others.
Ability to work independently.
Loyalty, integrity, and discretion.
Capacity and willingness to accept responsibility.
Judgment, initiative, and resourcefulness.
Poise. (49:10)

Fritz (16:57) listed the following objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To provide terminal vocational training for stenographers,
clerical, and bookkeeping students.
To acquaint students with business standards and requirements.
To help students develop an awareness of the responsibility
inherent to an office position.
To help students develop desirable work habits such as ability
to organize, to follow directions, and to be thorough and efficient.
To help students develop desirable attitudes, ideals, and
traits of character.
To provide opportunity for students to develop the ability
to evaluate their work and the work of others.
To provide further development of personal qualities essential
to be an effective member of society and for success as a business employee.

Simulation Prerequisites
A simulation program requires much time and preparation on the part
of the instructor.

Before implementing an office simulation course in

the secondary school, the community should be surveyed to find the needs,
scope, and nature of the businesses.

Fruehling (17:17) said that the

program needs to be built on "manpower needs" by
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

surveying the community for number and extent of office jobs.
assessing the skills and knowledges required for each job
cluster.
determining which job could best be served by the office
occupation program.
developing individual training programs to accomplish these
job goals.
recruiting appropriate students for the training program.
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Student needs should also be considered.

Sawaia (47:10-11) listed

four kinds of student needs that should be considered in the simulated
laboratory:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial learnings
Advanced development of prior skills
Application (task practice)
Simulation

In setting up the program, the simulation must; according to Krawitz
(26: 7)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

resemble a real office, where there are no artificial standards
to meet, where performance itself counts.
provide the broadest possible range of office experience,
so that each student can make an easy transition later on
to a variety of office jobs in the real world.
permit a realistic flow of work from station to station and
a realistic set of routines and procedures.
contain the checks and balances that are found in a real
office.
challenge the students on a personal basis.

Wunsch (60:7) thought that simulation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

should be realistic.
should meet the particular job needs of the students served.
activities should be interesting to the student.
should be developed to meet specific objectives.
student manuals should be prepared.
evaluation of employees should be conducted regularly.
students should complete job applications and personal interviews with the instructor.
should be conducted for concentrated periods of time.

According to Sabin (46:5), in setting up the simulation program,
simulation should simulate the
1.

2.
3.

way input comes in on the job.
conditions under which the student will be expected to
perform on the job.
standards of quality and quantity by which the work would
be judged on the job.

Comprehensive business courses are still a vital part of the business
curriculum and to the simulation program.

They are the backbone of the
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office education program and are a definite prerequisite for the student
who enters the simulation program.

The business education students at

Radford College who made the on-the-job observations of business offices
found that typewriting was still a basic requirement for every job and
shorthand for some of the jobs, but that proficiency in these skills
alone was insufficient preparation for the job. (49)
In preparing for the simulation program, it would be well for business teachers to get out into the world of business., visit a company,.
and find out what is expected of the beginner worker.
serve employees on the job.

They should ob-

The teacher must, however, spend enough time

in observation to see the complexity of a job and its numerous elements.
Business forms should be collected and the flow of work should be analyzed.
When Krevolin (27:6) was searching for an office to simulate on-the-job
training for typists, he searched for a model that would help him
"(l) get details -about tasks performed, (2) obtain sample forms, supplies,
and stationery, and (3) evaluate the attitudes of people about the jobs
they perform."
Examples of Simulation Projects
Simulation can range from units in textbooks or workbooks to a fullscaled model office.

Many office education facilities are elaborately

furnished while many others have the bare minimum.

The success of the

program does not depend on the facilities but on the objectives of what
is to be accomplished.

A wide variety of simulated offices are in exis-

tence throughout the country.

They range from small units prepared by

teachers to large commercial packages designed for the full-year, blockedtime course.
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Christian (7) held an office visitation project in his office
practice class.

Students spent a day in a local business office.

A

number of different offices were visited so that students would be placed
in an office that fit their interests.
an office employee is expected to do.

They experienced first-hand what
Schatz (48) simulated business

problems in her office machines class and used time cards for the students to check in and out of class.
In a more complex program, Ahlgren (1) combined four courses (advanced typing, advanced shorthand, beginning office machines, and advanced
office machines) for a lab.

Four vocational business teachers coordinated

the operation of the lab and had the responsibility for certain students.
The lab was run like an actual office and put the responsibility on the
student for getting work completed and turned in on time.

Quigley (43)

also combined several courses into one which was called office procedures.
Three teachers acted as "department heads" of a secretarial pool, typing
pool, and accounting department.

Each student was assigned a different

department each day and was given the assignment when clocked in.
Some simulation classes offer services to the school and community.
In Sister Marie Angela's (2) class, the students did "real" office work
for the school.

The class compiled and sold booklets, Canada's lOOth

Birthday, which gave them experience on the principles of running a
business.

Kroeger's (28) office practice class also offered a typing

service to the entire school.
book or a Ditto log book.

All work done was logged in a Mimeo log

Clerical aides were assigned to department

offices, attendance office, nurse's office, and teachers who needed
clerical assistance.
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In a more elaborate set up, a Vocational Center for secretarial
training in a Las Vegas, Nevada school was "organized and equipped to ·
provide up-to-date, individualized, in-depth training" with the latest
equipment.

It was also made available to adults from the community, which

added a stabilizing influence to the class. (37)

In Utah, a Mobile Office

Education unit consisting of two 36-foot trailer houses connected together
traveled among four school districts.
to-date, authentic office equipment.

The unit was furnished with upStudents were taught the necessary

skills in the classroom and then given the opportunity to use them in the
"office" when the unit arrived at their school. (22)

Drenth (15) had an

elaborate simulated office with color-coordinated office furniture.

Parti-

tions set aside a private office for each executive.

Students came from

eight high schools and were interviewed for entrance.

Sixteen work sta-

tions were available with eight different types of jobs.

Students who

took the course during the previous year occupied 15 other stations, which
were promotional, supervisory, and administrative in nature.
checks were given for the value of work done.
credit for production.

Weekly pay-

Only perfect work received

The teacher was the president of the firm.

Neal (38) described three forms of office simulation:
1.
2.
3.

The model office, which is based on real operations, contains
work stations and office organization, and involves a flow
of work.
The in-basket project, which does not provide for interaction,
but does simulate actual office input.
Role playing, case problems, or critical incidents.

Poland (41:23) suggested four office practice models which include
simulation:
1.

The traditional class with case studies, in-baskets, class
projects, etc., through which the student would develop the
decision-making processes.
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2.
3.

A simulated office block program with
blocked with integrated exercises and
A simulated office block program with
blocked with integrated exercises and
model office simulation at the end of

two traditional classes
projects.
two traditional classes
projects and adding a
the first semester or

whenever the teacher desires.
4.

A basic review at the beginning of the year and model office
the remainder of the year.

Teacher Responsibility
Some teachers have no problem fitting simulation into their programs,
while others experience much difficulty.
tion of this.

There seems to be no real explana-

What works for one teacher does not always work for others.

Working under different conditions, with different people, and with different materials has an affect on the difficulty of initiating the program.

The teacher needed for this type of program is one who is willing

to innovate.

The success of the program is going to depend on the "inno-

vation, knowledge, skill, and methodology of the individual teacher." (8:190)
The office simulation teacher must be willing to deviate from the
structured classroom.

Simulation requires a "relaxed atmosphere" and stu-

dents need to be "treated as adults" and allowed "responsibility for their
own actions." (18:22)
In order to have a successful office simulation program, the teacher
must learn from the businessman what qualifications and skills they expect
from office workers.

The best preparation a teacher can get is to go out

into the business field and get current, practical experience.

Wingo (58:12)

expressed her feelings in the following paragraph:
There is a need for institutes, workshops, and time away from
classes for designing, experimenting with, and evaluating simulation experiences. Most important, it is necessary that business teachers expose themselves to office experience, for it
can be difficult to plan office conditions as they really exist
if office life is not familiar.
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Hanson and Parker (21:237) outlined the characteristics of a suecessful simulation teacher.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Recent on-the-job office experience.

A good working relationship with the school administration.
Constant contact with business people.
An active advisory council.
A desire to teach with new methods.
The common sense and abilities of an office manager.
A good simulation package.
Constant interaction with other simulation teachers.
Professional assistance from university and state office education personnel.

Methods of Teaching Simulation
Alvin Toffler criticized American education as regimentation, rigid
seating arrangements, mass instruction, emphasis on grading, authoritarian teachers.
gram.

These comments are not found in a good simulation pro-

"With simulation, the student is both . learner and teacher, doer

and critic, listener and speaker." (34:156)
proach" is no longer sufficient.
ingful.

The "subject-oriented ap-

Students want experiences that are mean-

The "job-centered approach" is of utmost importance.

As stated

by Fruehling (17:17)
It equips the potential employee not only with the manipulative
skills needed to fill the technical requirements of the job
but also with the abilities needed to adjust to the work environment and, thus, find a satisfying role in life.
An authentic simulation should exhibit three characteristics no
matter what may be the objectives.
1.
2.
3.

It should simulate the

way input comes in on the job.
conditions under which the student will be expected to
perform on the job.
standards of quality and quantity by which his work would
be judged on the job (46:5)

It is important for the teacher to consider the following points
when using a simulated program:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be realistic--simulate a real business, not what a business
presumably does.
While planning and preparing the simulation, focus attention
on the objectives you have listed.
Remain flexible enough to improve the simulation at any time.
Remember to give the student encouragement.
Constantly keep alert for revision and improvement of the
simulation. (4:260-261)

A meaningful career preparation program must represent a cooperative
effort between education, business, and government.

This long-term com-

mitment toward change must be directed to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Supplying the students with necessary entry-level skills to
meet employers needs.
Attracting increasing numbers of qualified students into business education and careers in business.
Strengthening the instructional staff and improving the quality
of teaching.
Providing the needed support for the development of long-range
programs in business education. (32:187)

The challenge to business educators today is
to equip students for a multiplicity of office occupations;
to teach more, teach it better, and teach it in less time;
and finally to instill in your students the willingness to
tackle a new job with confidence, initiative, and kno·w-how.
( 11: 7)

Time
There are conflicting philosophies about the amount of time that
should be spent on office simulation.

There are two aspects of time to

be considered; the block of time used each day and the length of time
over which the course will run.

Simulation

may run from 30 to 40 hours to over 500 hours. The number
of employees and the skills and knowledges they bring to
the office will, in large measure, determine the complexity
of the operation and the length of time most desirable.
Many teachers have found one semester of a two-hour time
block to be adequate for their students. (34:151)
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Evidence also indicates that the longer the time allotment for the simulation instruction, the more transfer will take place.
rationale for block-time instruction.

Therefore, the

Offices, naturally, operate on

longer time schedules than the traditional one-hour office practice class
period offers. (41:269)

Thomas (54:145) felt that "through a two- or

three-period block of time, more effective instruction could be provided
to build advanced skills, while, at the same time, integrating realistic
practice through a simulated environment similar to that found in the
modern business office."

According to Lightner (31:96), "the basic as-

sumption of the block-time simulation approach is that it is a more effective approach than the traditional single-period method."
On the other end of the spectrum, Snell (52:39) warned that "when
class periods are extended into two- or

thre~-hour

blocks of time, the

possibility of wasted time and non-productive activities exists."

There

is also "the ever-present danger of monotony unless interesting subjectmatter units are developed, unless activities are well planned, and unless
varied instructional methods are employed."

Hosler (23:10) felt that

"simulation programs make their greatest contribution to the business
curriculum when used as a 'capping' activity of four to six weeks in
length in the clerical practice and/or the stenographic capstone courses."
Developing a Simulated Office
In order for the students to obtain the desired outcome from office
simulation, it "should be relevant, realistic, and meaningful for students
at every ability level, and materials should be designed so that all teachers
could use them, beginners as well as the more experienced." (9:20)
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Literature has offered several guidelines for the teacher to follow
in setting up a simulated program that will closely resemble the "real
thing."

Dr. Wingo (58) felt there are some explicit rules in designing

off ice simulation that must be employed if the experiences are to be as
close as possible to that of real office situations.
First, performance objectives must be identified so that all
of the appropriate elements and relationships can be blended
together to accomplish the objectives for the particular office
situation.
Second, a model of the office situation must be constructed in
a manner that facilitates serving the stated objectives. Selections must be made of those office tasks and behavior that are
common to most off ices so that particularly important aspects
of office life can be brought to the foreground, highlighted,
and clarified.
Third, the various personalities and work objectives of each
office worker must be described. The job of each office
worker should be designed in such a manner that it impinges
on the work of others in the office and is in some way dependent upon consultation and direction from outside the office.
In addition, there must be programmed into the simulation a
certain amount of pressure, interruption, and irritation if
the experience is to be representative of office conditions.
Finally, the stage must be set and the novice office workers
must be instructed for the beginning of the simulated experiences.
Gentzel (20:106) listed the steps which he feels are necessary for
the successful development of a simulated program.
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Survey the business offices in the community and decide on
a theoretical business.
Establish objectives for the program.
Based on the objectives of the theoretical business, the
physical facilities of the school, and the needs of the
students, develop individual work stations.
Prepare job descriptions for each station, relating the
functions of each to the others and to the business.
Establish a flow of work.
Prepare job instruction manuals for step-by-step work performance for each station.
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7.
8.

Prepare a contingency list of activities to vary or interrupt
the daily routine.
Develop a method of evaluating student performance.

Ringersen (44:23) listed the following procedures to follow in developing a model office:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Collect raw data from the world of work.
Convert the data into forms which are usable and realistic to
the student.
Develop job positions essential to the functioning of the model.
Define the basic functions for each position.
Define the routine basic for each position.
Prepare a flow chart to portray relationships of jobs.
Prepare a job description and a job manual for each position.
Prepare a company manual giving background, setting, and general
procedures.

Lightner (31:98) suggested an outline for teachers to follow in developing simulated materials.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Introduction
General objectives of the simulated.approach
Behavorial objectives
List of the component parts to be integrated
Prerequisites or background of students coming into the simulation
Flow chart of the task, job, or model office
Layout sketch of facility with the equipment necessary and
supplies necessary
Forms to be used in simulation
Detailed description of procedures to follow in carrying out
the simulation. This could be the directions for the students
or information necessary for the teacher.
Method of evaluation for the project upon completion

Barger (4:261) offered the following plan:
I.

Planning--Teacher
A. Determine the objectives you plan to accomplish through
simulated office operation.
B. Determine what you will simulate
1. Collect data necessary for planning simulation
2. Define limits of simulation
3. Define systems process of simulation
C. Determine the guidelines and requirements
1. Time
2. Space
3. Equipment
4. Supplies
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5.
6.
7.
8.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Facilities
Evaluation
Funds
Forms
9. Placement of Equipment
10. Number of students
Select basic routines
1. Define basic routine
2. Prepare job description manuals
Prepare forms
Prepare transactions
Prepare a basic script
Prepare a contingency list (a list of items for each
position which you may use to adjust the workload of
that position)
Establish grading procedures

Orientation--Student
Positional training--Student
Simulation Warm-Up or Tryout--Student

V.

Full-scale simulation

VI.

Debriefing--Student
A. Class discussions
B. Adjustments
C. Summarization

Sabin (46:5) stated that an authentic simulation should exhibit these
characteristics:
1.
2.

3.

It should simulate the way input comes in on the job. It should
be provided in a realistic variety of written and oral forms and
in a realistically unorganized fashion.
It should simulate the conditions under which the student will
be expected to perform on the job. It shoul d replicate the
work flow and the procedures and make available the kinds of
records, reference materials, files, and other resources the
student would find on the job.
It should simulate the standards of quality and quantity by
which his work would be judged on the job.

Equipment
Depending upon the finances and resources available, the simulated
office equipment will range from the very up-to-date, modern equipment
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to the very minimum outdated equipment.
take place even with old equipment.

Effective simulation can still

However, "an earnest effort must be

made to keep the newest type of equipment.

There is nothing more dis-

couraging for a beginning worker than to enter the business world and
find that he has been trained on antiquated equipment." (59:18)

The

equipment should be up to date and relevant to the business office.
"Office machines and related equipment should be placed in the office
practice classroom on the basis of their use frequency in the business
office." (11:4)

There should be as much variety as possible in the se-

lection of equipment and machines and the most instruction time should
be spent on the equipment most used by businesses in the community.
The arrangement of the classroom equipment should resemble as
closely as possible a business office.

It

~hould

in no way resemble

the typical classroom.
Evaluation of Students
l~1en

checking the work of the simulation student, the evaluation

should be based more on the quality of the work than on the quantity.
The goal should be mailability of the materials.

Standards of mailability

differ from teacher to teacher and also from employer to employer.

The

student must be made aware of this and conditioned to accept the fact that
he must please his supervisor, whoever he may be. (6:3)

The evaluation

should be done "according to the number and the quality of the performance
goals they have met." (42:29)
Funk (20:31) said that evaluation of students in simulation is no
real task, for they are evaluated as though they were on the job.

The

same criteria is applied in grading them as their employers will apply to
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them on the job.

Attendance, attitudes, productivity, accuracy, ability

to work well with their co-workers, ability to come to the room and get
right to work, etc. are closely observed.

Students know these criteria

will be applied from the first day of the simulation, and they also know
that they must call in to their instructor any morning they will be absent.
Hanson and Parker (21:230) suggested the following ways of handling
evaluation:
1.

2.

3.

Have the students make a carbon copy of all typewritten work
they complete. Place their copies in the out basket on their
desk to be picked up and placed in a file.---i:fach student will
have his individual file so that the teacher can periodically
check the amount and quality of work performed.
Have the student office supervisor periodically evaluate every
worker under his supervision. These evaluations should be
personally handed to the instructor and kept confidential.
With some teacher assistance, the students can be very objective. The teacher should evaluate the supervisor each
time the supervisor evaluates his workers.
Periodic efficiency checks can be made on performance goals
through the use of a timed production quiz. An example of a
typewriting quiz would be a series of letters that have to
be completed in a set period of time. Interrupt the student
with such controlled intrusions as telephone calls, visitors,
and other office business so that he can be evaluated under
pressure. Establish norms and evaluate his wor.k.

Lynn (33:25) used a payroll in her evaluations.
Employees receive and deposit their paychecks twice a month.
Superior performance is rewarded through pay raises, and through
promotions. Grades are based on these five factors, which are
measured from available data: (1) dependability, (2) cooperation
(3) knowledge of job, (4) quality of work, and (5) quantity of
work.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Simulation
Various authors have given the following advantages of an office simulation program:
1.

Simulation sets the stage so that students, through application
of knowledges and skills previously learned, can cultivate
many desirable characteristics and attitudes toward work. (5:15)
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2.

The many problem-solving situations presented through the office
simulation scripts, as well as the performance of ordinary dayto-day office operation, challenge students to develop tact, in
addition to accomplishing the task; be objective regarding their
work and interpersonal relationships; accept failure and success
gracefully; work effectively with fellow employees; work with a
supervisor; organize detailed work; and develop self-confidence.
(5:15)

3.

Mistakes can be made without serious detrimental consequences
in a simulation experience; reality can be reduced in size until
it becomes manageable; and by including only the salient aspects
of a particular situation, clarity can be brought out of what
would otherwise be complex and confusing (58:12)

4.

A wide range of office activities can be covered. (34:152)

5.

Fast Feedback--Within a simulation, one can shorten the time
factor so that the student can quickly see the consequences
of his actions and can repeat the action if necessary or revise the action or take new action on the basis of the feedback he gets. The consequences may be realized the same day
or at the most the next day. (46:6)

6.

Control factor--The peripheral elements or complex variables
that exist on the job but could distract students or discourage
them during this phase of their training can be removed. As
they develop competence and confidence, the teacher can introduce additional variables to provide them new kinds of occupational experience and give them the opportunity to demonstrate higher-level mastery of the job. (46:6)

7.

Low-risk factor--The consequences of failure can be minimized.
A student who makes a botch of a transaction is not going to
cost a real company any financial loss or any serious human
relations problem. He may feel freer .to reach out for more
complex responsibilities, knowing that an initial failure
is not going to cost him his job or his own self-esteem. (46:6)

8.

Cost factor--More students can be accommodated at less expense
than is typically entailed in on-the-job training. (46:6)

9.

Simulation instruction can be highly individualized. (31:98)

10.

Simulation is realistic. (31:98)

11.

Simulation is not boring. (31:98)

12.

Simulation is self-revealing. (31:98)

13.

Simulation helps to meet the problem of transference of knowledges and skills. (31:98)
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Some of the disadvantages noted are as follows:
1.

Lack of interest of same students. (S O)

2.

Not enough time to learn all jobs. (5 0)

3.

Not enough time at each job. (50)

4.

The time required to properly conduct or set up the simulation.
(53:22)

5.

All the variables and information cannot be included or total
realism captured. (53:22)

6.

There is far too much emphasis on the "interaction" of students
in "playing office." Such long programs of simulation rob the
student of time needed to develop through regular courses the
clerical or stenographic skills and knowledges needed to perform well in the office of the real world. (52: 39)

7.

Instructional materials are not developed. (54:148)

8.

Teachers are not appropriately prepared. (54:148)

9.

Takes too much teacher preparation time. (54:148)

10.

Scheduling difficulties (54:14 8)

11.

Absenteeism that causes an interruption or cessation of the
work flow can cause irreparable harm. (3: 10)

12.

Careless work habits results in an intolerable amount of unnecessary expenses. (3:10)

13.

Each worker must be alert to double check part or all of the
work that has been done before as he performs his appointed
task. (3: 10)

Summarv
Because of the demands of business, business educators have found it
necessary to better train students to enter the business office with entrylevel skills.
gram.

These demands have brought about the office simulation pro-

Office simulation ranges from a unit from a textbook to a 10-hour

per week simulated office which allows the student to work with materials,
work flow, equipment, etc. relative to an actual business office.
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The teacher plays a big part in the simulation program.

Much time

and effort is required in the planning and organizing of the materials for
the office situation.
The basic office skills are learned before the student enters the
simulation program.

The simulated office program concentrates more on

developing character traits in the student such as attitudes, initiative,
cooperation, ability to work well with other workers, being able to accept
criticism and failure, etc.

than it does on the basic business skills.

In most cases, it is recommended that block time be used for the
simulated office.

However, some educators feel that block time wastes

too much of the student's time when other skills should be learned.
In order for the simulated office to be effective, it is not necessary for the classroom to be equipped with new expensive equipment.
However, the equipment should be a type similar to what would be found
in the real business office.
It is important that the teacher surveys the community to find the
types of jobs into which the students will he going.

If at all possible,

the teacher should gain practical, on-the-job training to be more aware
of the situations the students will be facing.
The evaluation of the students is going to depend on the quality
and quantity of their work, upon their attitudes, and adaptability to their
job.
Simulation offers many advantages to the business student, but it
also has its drawbacks.
disadvantages.

However, the advantages tend to outweigh the

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
In this study, office practice teachers in Oregon were surveyed
and related literature was reviewed in order to gain ideas for planning
a simulated office program suitable to the facilities available in the
Reynolds School District.

The 170 Oregon schools surveyed all had an

office practice class of some type.
Research Technique
The names of the secondary schools surveyed were obtained from
the files of the Career Cluster Office of the State Department of Education in Salem, Oregon.

Some course titles of the office practice

classes taught in the schools selected for this study are as follows:
simulation, model office, block, office practice, clerical lab, office
procedures, clerical practice, office occupations laboratory, and clerical pool.
A questionnaire and cover letter were sent on March 28 to each of
the 170 schools in Oregon which listed some form of office practice in
their curriculum.

A self-addressed, stamped envelope was enclosed with

the questionnaire.
To develop a plan of implementation of a simulated office program
in the Reynolds High School, literature relevant to office simulation
was reviewed in addition to the findings of the questionnaire to gain
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ideas and materials for implementing the program.

Several different com-

mercially prepared materials were previewed before the investigator de-

cided on the materials to be used.
Refinement of Instruments
The questionnaire designed by the investigator was distributed to
five office simulation teachers in the Portland area schools.

The teachers

were asked to fill out the questionnaire for their office simulation class,
and to evaluate the questionnaire as to completeness, ease in completing,
and clarity of questions.

They were asked to return the questionnaire

and their comments to the investigator of this study.
The questionnaire was also submitted to the Tests and Measurements
class at Portland State University for an evaluation.

Suggestions for

improvement were made by both groups, and the questionnaire was changed.
It was then submitted to five additional teachers in the Portland area
schools for evaluation.

The questionnaires were returned with no further

comments or suggestions, so the questionnaire was considered valid for submitting to the office practice teachers of Oregon.
Selection of the Population
A list of the s econdary schools in Oregon whi ch offer office practice
classes was obtained from the Career Education off ice of the State Department of Education.

In order to get a variety of responses, all 170 schools

with office practice classes were surveyed.
Follow-up
On May 2, the same questionnaire with a new cover letter was sent to
all schools which had not responded to the first questionnaire.
line to return the second questionnaire was June 10.

The dead-
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Treatment of the Data
The data received on the questionnaires returned were analyzed and
illustrated in tables in Chapter IV.
The data were analyzed according to two classifications--the responses from all teachers who teach office simulation, and from those who
teach a class of simulation independent of other classes.
The percentages shown in the tables have been rounded to the nearest
whole number.
The data received and literature related to office simulation were
used to design a program to be implemented in the Reynolds School District.
The plan of implementation is presented in Chapter V.
Summary
One hundred and seventy secondary schools in Oregon who offered some
form of office practice class were surveyed.

A refined questionnaire and

cover letter were sent to each participating school.

A second question-

naire was sent to any school that had not responded by May 1.
On June 10, compilation of the data received began.

The data ob-

tained from the questionnaire and related literature was used to suggest
a plan of implementation . of a simulated office in the Reynolds School system.
A summary of the data received was mailed to all participating
schools who requested it.

Glt\PTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
One hundred and fifty-six of the one hundred and seventy (ninetytwo per cent) office practice teachers in the secondary schools of Oregon
returned the questionnaire.
form.

One questionnaire was returned in unuseable

The findings of the study will be presented in this chapter.
The following format will be used to present the findings.

question is numbered as it appears in the questionnaire.

Each

The question

is used as a sideheading and is followed by an analysis of the responses
to that question.

The responses have been analyzed accor<ling to (1) all

schools which offer simulation as part of their business curriculum and
(2) only the schools offering a separate simulation class.

Hereafter,

this class will be referred to as simulation class.
Question 1--Do you have any form of office simulation in your business
curriculum?
From those responding to the questionnaire, more teachers offer some
type of simulation in their business classes than do not.

One hundred and

two teachers reported some type of office simulation in their business
curriculum.

This represents 65 per cent of the teachers returning the

questionnaire.

Fifty-four teachers responded, "no," to this question, or

thirty-five per cent of the teachers returning the questionnaire.

Since

one of the 102 questionnaires answering in the affirmative was unuseable,
101 responses will be used in figuring the percentages in the tables.
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Question 2--Name of simulation class.
Many different titles are used by the Oregon teachers for the
course the author refers to as office simulation.

Twenty-two dif-

ferent course titles were used by forty-five teachers for the office
simulation class.

Below are listed the office simulation course titles

and the number of teachers reporting them.
Course Title

N?. Reporting

Office Simulation
Model Office
Office Practice
Off ice Procedures
Lester Hill
Steno Cluster
Clerical Cluster
Legal Secretarial Magnet
Simulation
Simulated Off ice
Business Office Procedures Services
Office Power
Apex Model Office
Bookkeeping &Business Machines Cluster
Office Management
Office Block
Business Occupations Skills Center
Random Hill Publishing Company
Pirate Insurance Company
Lester Hill Simulated Office
Student Secretarial Service
Business II
No response

6
6
5
5
3
1
1
I
I
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
3

The more popular titles were Office Simulation, Model Office,
Office Practice, and Office Procedures.

They were mentioned by 49

per cent of the office simulation teachers as being the course title
used in their respective schools.
question 3--If simulation is a part of another class, please give the
name(s) of the class(es).
In the schools where office simulation is incorporated into other
business classes, office practice, advanced typing, and office procedures
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were the courses most frequently used for the simulation.

These three

classes were listed hy 59 per cent of the teachers responding to this
question.
There were 26 different course titles cited by the 56 teachers responding to this question.
simulation was a part.

Some schools had more than one class of which

The course titles and the number of teachers re-

porting each are listed below.
Course Titles

No. Responding

Office Practice
Advanced Typing or Typing II
Off ice Procedures
Secretarial Cluster
Business Lab
Business f·lachines
Senior Business Lab
Business Procedures
Open Lab
Secretarial Office Practice
Vocational Office Occupations
Career Office Education
Coop Office Education
Office Techniques
Office Occupations
Secretarial Procedures
Advanced Shorthand
Office Work Experience
Senior Business Lab
Block
Office Lab
Office Practice and Procedures
Accounting Office Skills
Off ice Hachincs
Clerical Cluster
Business English
No Response

16

Question 4--For how

lon~

10
7
3
3
2
2
l
l
l
1
1
1
1
l
1
l
l
l
1
l
l
l
l
l

1
3

is the simulation class taught?

For the office simulation class. almost half (49 per cent) of the
teachers reported that the class is taught for a full year.
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Table 1 and future tables divide the responses into two categories.
The first category shows the responses of all simulation teachers responding to the questionnaire.

The second category is for responses from

teachers who offer a course in office simulation which is not a part
of another class.
TABLE 1
LENGTH OF THIE USED FOR SHRILATION
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 4)

All Responses

Simulation Class

Item
No. of
Responses

Percent

Full-year class

28

One-semester class

22

Nine-week class

22

A unit in another class

17

17

Integrated with other classes

12

12

No. of
Responses

Percent

28

22

49

22

15

33

Ci

H1

,., ,.,
~-

Other time periods rnentione<l were six weeks, seven weeks, two trimesters, twelve weeks three times a year, and fifteen weeks.
mentioned that simulation was done through individual
of a different number of week's duration.

learnini~

packages

Each

Another teacher has the

students on a three-day-per-week rotation schedule.
answer the question.

teacher

Another teacher has the stu-

dents use five cassettes, which contain simulation exercises.
cassette takes about two weeks to complete.

011c

One teacher did not
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Question 5--What are the prerequisites of the simulation class?
The majority of the teachers of office simulation require typing as
a prerequisite to office simulation or to the class in which office simulation is offered.

Ninety-three schools require typing, which is ninety-

three per cent of the schools reporting office simulation in their husiness curriculum.

Eight teachers reported that they do not require typing

for their office simulation.
There are a numher of schools that do not have a grade standing requirement for the office simulation.
grade standing as a prerequisite.

Twenty-four teachers <lid not mark a

Almost half (45 per cent) of the 101

simulation teachers allow students to take classes offering sinn1lation as
juniors.

Thirty-six per cent of the independent simulation class teachers

offer the class to juniors.
Only one teacher has a GPA requirement, which is at least a "C."
Table 2 shows the responses to Question 5.
TABLE 2
PREREQUISITES

or

Item
Typing I
Typing II
Business ~lachines
Bookkeeping/Accounting
Shorthand I
Business Math
General Business
Junior standinr,
Senior standing
Sophomore standing
Teacher approval
None
GPA

TllE CLASSES IN WllICll SIMULATION IS TAllr.llT
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 5)

All Responses
No. of
Responses
Percent

Simulation Class
of
Resnonscs Percent
No.

25

25

24
8
9

24

4
3

4
3
45

31
10
7
3
4
0
2
21

-

IO

68

67

45

-

__
.., ')

8
~l

..,-

· ')

9
29
3

9

3

29

il

3

1

1

2
1

(\9

22
12

s

9
0

4
36
17
5
-

19

4

..,

-
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There were a number of other prerequisites mentioned by the teachers.
They were:
Attendance
English skills
Reading skills
Enrolled in steno procedures
Business math or business machines
Office practicC--(4 schools reported)
Office procedures and practices
Enrolled in Shorthand II
Enrolled in office practice
Be a cluster student
Typing III
Enrolled in business lab
Vocational office occupations
Two other business classes
Question 6--For what block of time docs the simulation class meet?
The most popular way of teaching simulation is in the SO-minute block
(the time length of the period as reported by the teachers ranged from 40
to 55 minutes with the majority using 50 minutes) five days a week.
Of the 101 schools, C>4 teach their simulation classes for approximately 50 minutes per day five days a week.
Table 3 shows very little difference between the percentages for all
simulation taught and simulation taught as a class separate from other
classes.
Some schools reported that they offered their classes for three hours
per week; five forty-minute periods per week; one, two, three hours per
day (varies according to the preference of the students); and six hours
per week (two hours per day on

~lon<lay,

Wedncs<la)', and Friday).

Question 7--What text or materials arc used for simulation?
More schools used the Lester llill Corporation materials than any of
the other materials.

Second most frequently mentioned was personal ma-
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terials.

Six schools have their students do actual work for teachers and

the community.

Table 4 shows the various materials used by the teachers

in their office simulations.
TABLE 3
RESPONSES TO TllE BLOCK OF TIME THE CLJ\SSES OF SUIULJ\TION MEET
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 6)
..

..

Simulation Class

All Responses
Item
No. of
Responses
hours

min.) per week

Percent

No. of
Responses

Percent

64

63

28

62

10 hours per week

35

35

16

36

15 hours per week

1

1

0

0

S

(SO

TARLE 4
TEXTS OR W\TERIJ\LS lJSEO fOR SHfllLJ\TJ()'.'J
(RESPONSES TO QUESTIO;\ 7)

Simulation Class

All Responses
Item

Lester Iii 11 Corporation
Personal Materials
Gregg Off ice Job Training
Indio Paper Co., Inc.
Executive Offices of J\m.
Serendipity, Inc.
APEX
No answer

No. of
Responses

Percent

47

47

1(1

26
16
15
14

26
16
15
14

15
6

9

9
4

4
3

~

-

No. of
Responses

3
4
3
3
. 1

Percent
36
33
13

s

9

s
s
2
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Other materials mentioned were:
Legal Office Procedures
Applied Secretarial Procedures
Actual work for teachers and community

Safeco Simulated Insurance
Office Power
Random Hill
General Office Practice
Utah Simulation
Houston House
Washington Insurance Council
Hamilton Cake and Pastry
Snow Country
Gregg Secretarial Packet
Secretary on the Job
Question 8--What equipment is used in the simulation?
Electric typewriters and electronic calculators proved to he the
most used equipment among the Oregon teachers.
teachers reported the use of them.

Over 90 per cent of the

The ten-key adding machine was also

a popular item used hy 84 per cent of the teachers.
TI1erc are not many posting machines or key punch machines in use.
Only two schools reported that they used them.
It is interesting to note that 13 schools use the full-keyhoard
listing machine although this is not a popular piece of business equipment
in business offices today.
Seven teachers reported that they use real telephone equipment
rather than practice equipment.

Some use the central switchboard for

the school having the students spend a certain amount of time on it.
Some indicated that they have real telephones in the classroom.
Table S illustrates the various equipment used in the schools offering office simulation.
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TABLE 5
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT IN USE IN OREr.ON SCHOOLS
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 8)

Simulation Class

All Responses
Equipment

No. of
Responses

Spirit duplicator·

74

~limeograph

59

Mimeoscope
Off sct machine
Photocopier
Thermo fax
Electric typewriters
~lanual typewriters
Long carriage typewriter
Executive typewriters
Memory typewriter
Projector
Overhead
Collator
Posting machine
Practice telephone equip.
Key punch machine
Postage meter
Filing cabinets
Key-driven calculator
Electronic calculator
Ten-key adding machine
Full-keyboard listing mach.
Transcribers

30
8

44
41
98

37
37
20
10
10

26
17

..,

No. of
Responses

Percent

73
58

28

62

23

51

30
8

11
4

24

44
41
97
37
37
20

21
16
37

47
36
82
33
31
16

Percent

10

5

4
B

51
0
69
11

!l l

2
31
5
3'1

83

2!>

76
64

13
51

5
23

51

5

80

79
18

lS

52

29

0

s
92
84
13

11
9

7
1
23

2

57

14
7

10
26
17
2
56
2

"-

15

9

16
2

4

11

In addition to the equipment listed in Table 5, other pieces of equipment

wer~

reported as being used.

They were:

Cassettes
Paper cutter
Electric stapler
Cash register
Time clock
S\d tchboar<l
Scl f-correcting II typcwri ter
Check protector
On-line terminal
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Question 9--Rank the criteria used for evaluating students according to
the value placed on that item.
This question seemed to be a more difficult one to answer.
teachers made no attempt to rank the evaluation criteria.

Eighteen

The reasons

given by several teachers were that the items were too difficult to rank
and that they were of equal importance.

Sixteen teachers ranked the

criteria as one or two rather than from one to ten.
To obtain a ranking ·for those ranked one and two, an average was
taken for the ones and an average for the twos.

For example, if five items

were marked one and five items were marked two, the ones were added together as 1

+

2

+

rank of three.

3

+

4

+

5

= 15

and then divided by five (15

f

5) for a

Each of the five items was then marked as a three.

same way of ranking was used for the items marked two; i.e., 6
9

+

10

= 40

f

5 or 8.

of eight on the tahle.

+

7

The
+

8

+

Each of the items ranked as two was given a rank
The same method of averaging was used for any items

that were marked of equal rank.
Table (, illustrates the ranking of the evaluation criteria for all
schools \'/here office simulation is taught.

Table 7 shows the data for

the office simulation classes which are not incorporated in other husiness classes.
There was not a great di ff erencc shown hetween the b ·o groups.

They

were similar in rank except for mai la bi l i ty and effort and improvement.
i·Iailabi l i ty, for example, was ranked second by a 11 teachers.

However,

it was ranked sixth by the teachers of the office simulation class.

Ef-

fort and improvement and cooperation were also ranked higher by the office
simulation class teachers than by _all the teachers responding to the question.
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As illustrated in Table 6, mailability was ranked second as a factor
considered in evaluating students; yet 17 teachers did not rank it as a
factor to consider in evaluating students.

This may he explained by the

fact that some teachers felt that mailability was inherent in quality of
work.

Ten teachers made this comment.

The 17 teachers who did not rank

the mailability item may have ha<l the same thought in mind.
marked quality of work as one; and

mail~bility

Other teachers

as nine or ten.

In the literature reviewed for this study, one of the purposes of
simulation was found to be to bring together the skills learned previously
and develop the attitudes necessary for on-the-job performance.

This may

explain why attainment of skill and knowledge was ranked in the lower
half of the list and attitudes, effort, and cooperation were in the top
half.
Some evaluation criteria wl1ich were not listed on the questionnaire
but were mentioned hy teachers as being important were:
interpersonal relations
supervisory and decision making
leadership ability
One teacher also mentioned that the employees grade each other.
Question 10--llow often arc ioh positions rotatetl?
The length of time on each joh varies from those where stullcnts do
not change job positions to those who change once a ·week.

The most popu-

lar length of time mentioned at one position was four weeks.

Tahle S

shows the teachers' responses to this question.
Twenty-two per cent of the simulation class teachers Ji<l not rotate
the students from job to joh.

The materials used by these ·t eachers were:

TABLE 6
RANK

or

CRITERIA tJSED TO EVALUATE SHIULATION STUDENTS
BY TJIE VALUE TEACHER.S PLACED ON EACH ITEM
(ALL CLASSES I~1 WllICII SHnJLATION IS TAUGHT)
(RESPOi~ SES

TO QlJESTIOH 9)

No. of Teachers Ranking Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
1

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

9

10

not
ranked .

mean
rank

30

28

s

4

7

0

s

0

4

0

1

2.69

:·lailability

6

21

7

s

6

3

4

3

8

2

17

4.32

Attitude toward work

6

6

12

10

19

12

s

3

2

1

7

4.58

Effort and improvement

6

4

13

5

15

13

4

6

3

1

12

4.84

Cooperation

3

9

6

13

9

13

10

6

s

1

8

S.16

Attendance

7

4

11

10

13

8

6

6

6

7

5

5.32

2

3

9

9

16

7

4

8

9

4

12

5. 72

Initiative

1

4

3

11

15

12

6

10

4

5

12

5.87

Quantity

3

7

6

7

3

10

6

6

7

18

9

6.45

Meeting deadlines

0

0

8

7

7

8

8

6

7

10

22

6.59

Quality of work

Attainment of skill

&knowledge

~

"'-l

TABLE 7

RANK OF CRITERIA USED TO EVALUATE SD!ULJ\TI0~1 STUDENTS
BY TllE VALUE TEJ\CIIERS PLACED ON EACH ITHt
(SH!ULATim~ CLASS)
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 9)

No. of Teachers Ranking Evaluation Criteria
Criteria

not
ranked

mean
rank

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

7

0

2

0

2

0

0

2.95

4

3

7

4

0

2

0

0

9

4.04

6

1

9

5

5

1

1

1

0

7

4.37

4

1

6

4

8

3

2

2

1

0

6

4.42

Attendance

4

2

7

3

s

4

4

0

3

2

3

4.85

1·1ailabil i ty

2

5

3

3

4

1

2

2

2

2

11

4.88

Attainment of skill Ci knowledge

1

1

8

1

7

2

3

2

3

1

8

5.24

Initiative

0

2

f)

6

9

4

1

3

1

3

8

5.76

Quantity of work

2

5

2

4

1

2

0

2

5

7

6

6.07

'!eeting deadlines

0

1

0

2

6

3

5

2

2

4

13

6.88

1

2

3

4

13

11

2

Effort and improvement

4

.3

Cooperation

1

Attitude toward work

Quality of work

Eigl1t teachers did not answer the question.
Eight teachers did not rank the criteria correctly.

~

00
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Materials Used

No. of Teachers

Personal Materials
Lester Hill Corporation
Indio Paper Co., Inc. (Practice Set)
Gregg Off ice Job Training
Executive Offices of America (Practice Set)
Legal Off ice Procedures

4

2
2

2
2
1

The types of materials used may have something to do with not rotating the students.

However, the Lester Hill Corporation and Gregg Office

Job Training materials are designed so that students may be rotated among
the job positions.
TABLE 8
LENGTH OF TIME SPENT ON JOB POSITIONS
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 10)
Length of Time

All Responses
No. of
Responses Percent

One week
Two weeks
Three weeks
Four weeks
Five weeks
Six weeks
Nine weeks
Not rotated
Varies with unit
Two times a year
Student request
No answer

Simulation Class
~o. of
Responses Percent
5
3
3
11

7
7
24

1

2

3

7
4
22

8

8

10
10
17
1
3

10
10
17
1
3

6

(>

2

23

10

14

9

1

4
1
0

7

2

4

23
14
2
1
7

2

11

2
0

Question 11--llow are students selected for joh positions?
Sixty-two per cent of the teachers responding stated that students make
application for their job positions.

Fifty per cent were selected for the

specific job according to their ability.
the students were tested for ability.
through interviews.

The questionnaire did not ask how

Thirty-six per cent were selected

so
The responses of the teachers to this question were as follows:
No. of Responses

Criteria
Student application
Ability of student
Interviews
Weaknesses of student
Teacher judgment
Recommendations
No answer
Rotate through all jobs
Entrance exam
Pretesting
Interest and skills inventory

62

50
36

10
7
4
4

2
1
1

1

Question 12--llow many credits per year are given simulation studL ts?
12

In order to get a more complete picture, the responses to
were combined with the responses from Questions 4 and 6.
For the Simulation Class, two credits for ten hours per we

full year and one credit for five hours per week for the full ydar were the
more popular assignments of credit.

Table 9 shows the different! methods of

assigning credits to students of the simulation classes.
A weakness in the questionnaire appears here.
ponded to this question in different ways.

Different t eachers res-

Some teachers answe ' ed the ques-

tion pertaining to the entire class of which simulation is a pa t.
answered the question for only the simulation unit of the class.

Others
The res-

ponses received from all the simulation teachers arc listcll in f able 10.
Different schools assign different hours of credit for the sarnc length
of time.

For example, one school might award one hour of crcllit for one-

hour class for the full year.

Another may giyc one-hour crellit for a one-

hour class per semester or per nine weeks.

This should be

tak~n

into con-

sideration i11 evaluating the inforr.1ation provitleJ hy the v'arious schools.
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TABLE 9

CREDITS ASSIGNED TO SIMULATION CLASS
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 12)

No. of
Credits

Hours Per Week
10

...,

1
1/2
1

5
5

5
5
5

2

1/4
4
2

10

1/4
2
1
1/2
1

10

..

10
10

10
5

10
5

5
2

5

1
1
3.3
1 per period

5
5

5

5

'

10, or 15

LenS?th of Class
full year
full year
one semester
one semester
full year
nine weeks
full year
one semester
nine weeks
nine weeks
nine weeks
nine weeks
one semester
one semester nine weeks
no answer
two tri111esters
12 week term
one semester

Responses
!l
7
6

4
3
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

l
1

l
1
1
1

Question 13--llow many students are enrolled in your school?
More large schools offer separate simulation classes.

Table 11 shows

that more schools with a student body over 1000 have separate sinn1lation
classes.

A higher percentage of meclium-sizcrl schools offer simulation as

a part of other business classes taught.
Only two schools witl1 a student body under 100 have simulation classes.
This may be explained by the fact that these schools arc not close to businesses and the conununity does not lend itself to this type of cl3ss.

Also

in small schools, the curriculum offerings are more limited than in the
larger schools.
Eight schools indicated that they will he having office simulation heginning the fall of 1977.

These schools were not included in Table 11.
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TABLE 10
CREDITS ASSIGNED TO CLASSES IN WHICH SIMULATION IS TAUGIIT
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 12)

Credits

Hours
Per Weck

2

10

1
1/2
1/4
1
1
2
1
2
1
unusable answer
2
4

2
no answer
1/4
2

1/2
1/4
1
1/2
1
5
1
2
no answer
1/4
2
1
no answer
2
1
2

1/2
no answer
2
1/2
3.3

1 per period
- no answer

s
s
5

5
5
10
5
5

5
10
10
10

s
s 5

10
10
10

5
10

s
s
5

s
10

s
s

15
10
10
5
10
10
6

10

s

S, 10, or 15

Length of Class
full year
full year
one semester
nine weeks
one semester
unit in another class
nine weeks
nine weeks
full year
no answer
one semester
full 'y ear
unit in another
unit in another
unit in another
integrated
nine weeks
nine weeks
nine weeks
nine weeks
one semester
one semester
two trimesters
nine weeks
15 weeks
three week unit
six weeks
integrated
integrated
integrated
unit in another
unit in another
unit in another
6 to 12 weeks
unit in another
one semester
12 week term
one semester

No. of
Responses

12
12
8
6
5

5
4
4
3
3
3

2
2

class
class
class

class
class
class
class

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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TABLE ll

SIZE OF OREGON SCHOOLS IN RELATIONSHIP TO
WHETHER OR NOT SU.nJLATION IS TAUGl-IT
AND WHETHER IT IS A CLASS OR COORDINATED IN OTHER CLASSES
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 13)
Size of
School

Simulation
Affirmative
Negative
Class
Responses
Rcsnonses
No.
of
Percent
by
Percent
by
No. of
No. of
Responses Classif. Resnonses Classif. Resnonses Percent

Small
0- 99
100-299

7
16

54
57

12

46
43

2
7

4
16

Medium
300-499
500-999

16
29

76
74

5
10

24
26

7
13

16
29

Large
over 1000

31

70

13

30

16

36

..

6

Question 14--llow many students are enrolled in office simulation?
The responses to Question 13 were combined with the responses of
Question 14 to present a clearer picture of the relationship between the
class size and the size of the school.

Table 12 shows this relationship.

The more popular class size is from 11 to 20 students followed by
the class size of 0 to 10 students.
Question 15--llow many classes of simulation arc offered?
The responses to Questions 13 and 14 were used along with Question
15 to obtain the information for Table 13.

This shows how many simulation

classes are taught and the size of the classes in relation to the size of
the school.
Table 14 shows the same type of information as

Tabl~

13 except that

it shows the responses from all business tenchcrs of simulation.
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TABLE 12
CLASS SIZE IN RELATIONSllIP TO SIZE OF SCHOOL
(RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 13 AND 14)

Size of Student Body
No. of
Students
in Class

All Responses
099

100299

300499

500999

Simulation Class
over
1000

099

100299

300-

500-

over

499

999

1000

0-10

6

9

5

5

4

2

3

4

2

1

11-20

1

5

9

14

14

0

3

1

9

9

21-30

0

1

1

10

8

0

0

0

4

7

over 30

0

0

2

1

6

0

n

0

1

3

Simulation is taught in different clnsscs and different clusters.
This would account for several sections of sma 11 c 1asses.

In Tahl e 14,

for example, two schools have two classes of less than ten students in
each.

Several teachers indicated on the questionnaire that simulation

was taught in more than one class in their schools.
Question 16--What learning takes place that students cannot get in other
classes taught in your school, such as offi cc practice ancl work experience?
Teachers tend to agree that work-flm,· experience, <lepcnJing on work
of others and coordinating skills with on-the-joh llcman<ls are three things
learned in simulation that arc not learned in other classes.
shows ho"· the teachers responde<l to this quest ion.
Some other responses from teachers arc as follows :
Organization of self anJ work
Getting along with others

Tahlc 15
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TABLE 13
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT SIMULATION CLASSES TAUGllT
· AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CLASSES
IN RELATIONSHIP TO TllE SIZE OF TllE SCllOOL
(RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 13, 14, and 15)

Size of
Student
Body

No. of
Students
in Class

No. of
Responses

No. of
Classes
..

..

2
2

0- 99
100-299

0-10
0-10

1
1

100-299
100-299

0-10
11-20

2

1

1

3

100-299
300-499

21-30
0-10

1

1
3

300-499
300-499

11-20
11-20

1
2

500-999
500-999

0-10
11-20

1
1

500-999
500-999

11-20
21-30

3 (9 wk. classes)

1

1

1

500-999
500-999

21-30
over 30

2

2

2

1

over 1000
over 1000

0-10
11-20

1
1

1
5

over 1000
over 1000

11-20
21-30

2
1

2
4

over 1000
over 1000

21-30
over 30

2

1
1

over 1000
over 1000

over 30
over 30

3

1

2
7

3

1
1
7

1
1

'
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TABLE 14
RESPONSES OF ALL SIMULATION TEACHERS AS TO TllE NUMBER OF CLASSES TAUGHT
AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CLASSES
IN RELATIONSHIP TO TllE SIZE OF TllE SCHOOL
(RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 13, 14, AND 15)

No. in
Student
Body
0- 99
0- 99
0- 99
100-299
100-299
100-299
100-299
100-299
300-499
300-499
300-499
300-499
300-499
300-499
500-999
500-999
500-999
500-999
500-99~)

500-999
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
over 1000
not answered

No. of
Students
in Class
0-10
0-10
11-20
0-10
0-10
11-20
11-20
21-30
0-10
11-20
11-20
21-30
over 30
over 30
0-10
11-20
11-20
21-30
21-30
over 30
0-10

11-20
11-20
21-30
21-30
over 30
over 30
over 30

No. of
Classes
l
2
l
l
2
1
2
1
1
1

2
2
2
3

No. of
Responses
5
l
l
8

1
4
1
l
5
5
3
1
1

l

1

4

1

13
1
5

3 (9 wk. classes)
1
2

2
l
l
2
l
2
2
3
7

s
l

4

11
3
6

2
2
2
1
3
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Decision making
Attendance
Leadership
Two teachers did not answer the question
No one does the job for the students
TABLE 15
LEARNING THAT TAKES PLACE IN SIMULATION THAT IS NOT OBTAINED ELSEWHERE
(RESPONSES TO QUESTIO~ 16)
•'

All Responses

"

Simulation Class

Item
No. of
Responses

Percent

No. of
Responses

Percent

Work-flow experience

80

79

37

82

Coordinate skills with
demands on the job

68

67

34

76

Depending on work of others

68

67

33

73

Maturity development

45

45

22

49

Letter composition

30

30

18

40

Closely supervised work
experience

29

29

16

36

Question 17--Why was the program implemented in your school?
A self-desire was expressed by 66 per cent of tl1e teachers as the
reason why the simulation program was implemented in their school.

Table

16 shows the other responses of the simulation teachers.
The teachers responding to the questionnaire gave other reasons for
implementing a simulation program in their school.
as follows:
Entry level training
Opportunity for non achievers

The reasons given are
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Relevancy to the world of work (suggested by two teachers)
District decision to attract good students
Motivational device
Believed best for the students
New way to teach bookkeeping
Need in the school itself
Teacher asked for it for ten years
To lure boys to business education
To fulfill career education hours requirement
Best use of equipment and instructors
Declining enrollment in business
School service
Student need
TABLE 16
RESPONSES TO QUESTION 1 7:
WHY WAS THE PROCiRAM IMPLHIENTEO IN YOUR SCHOOL?
All Responses
Item

Simulation Class

No. of
Responses

Percent

Self-desire

67

66

28

62

Reconunendation of fellow
educators

25

25

10

22

Demands of business

17

17

~)

20

Available funds

16

Hi

12

27

Demands of students

11

11

7

16

Recommended by advisory
committee

9

9

7

16

Already in school

5

5

4

9

No answer

3

3

1

2

No. of
Responses

Percent

Question 18--What problems were encountered in setting up the simulation
progra1:i?
The three main prohlems experienced hy simulation teachers were
scheduling difficulties (46 per cent), teacher preparation time (43 per

59
cent), and lack of equipment (37 per cent).

Sixteen per cent of the

teachers stated that they had no problems in setting up the program.

The responses of the teachers are shown in Table 17.
TABLE 17
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN SETTINr. UP TllE SUfULATION PROGRAM
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 18)
..

..

All Responses

Simulation Class

Problems
No. of
Responses

Percent

No. of
Responses

Percent

Scheduling difficulties

46

46

24

53

Teacher preparation time

43

43

15

33

Lack of equipment

37

37

17

38

Lack of funds

24

24

13

29

None

16

16

5

11

Lack of student interest

11

11

4

9

No answer

5

5

2

4

Lack of facilities

4

4

4

9

Other problems named by simulation teachers were:
Setting up business
Insecurity of teacher
Class time too short
Question 19--What promotional methods are used to encourage students to
take the simulation class?
Over half of the teachers sur_veyed indicated that they depended on
student recommendations (59 per cent) ' and counselor recommendations (53
per cent) for promoting the class to students.

Forty-seven per cent
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used presentations in other classes to encourage enrollment in the sirnulation program.

The percentages were slightly higher in the simulation

class with 62 per cent using student recommendations, 56 per cent using
counselor recommendations, and 53 per cent using presentations in other
classes.
The teacher responses to Question 19 are illustrated in Tahle 18.
TABLE 18
PROMOTIONAL METHODS USED
TO ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO TAKE TllE SHIULATION CLASS
(RESPONSES TO QUESTION 19)

All Responses

Simulation Class

Hcthod
No. of
Responses

Percent

No. of
Responses

Student recommendation

59

58

28

62

Counselor recommendation

53

52

25

56

Presentations in classes

47

47

24

53

Brochures

19

19

10

22

Teacher counseling

7

7

4

9

Slides

7

7

3

7

None

5

5

3

7

No answer

5

5

2

4

Department recruitment

3

3

2

4

Career unit credit

2

2

2

4

Percent
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Several other promotional methods were cited as being used by simulation teachers.

They are:
Video tape production
Discuss class in other business classes
OJT Permanent room display
Open house
Posters and bulletin boards
Presentation to business community
Article in newspaper
Tours
Part of another class
Forecasting (two teach~rs reported)

Question 20--Rank the following objectives as to their importance to your
simulation program.
This question was borrowed from the questionnaire of Condor and
Rainey (12:18-21) in their study of office practice education.

The list

of objectives were expanded for this study.
The list of objectives rated by the Oregon teachers are the objectives
mentioned most frequently by professional writers.

The ratings were made

in the order of tl1e importance the teachers placed on them in their simulation program.
Seventy-two of the one hundred and one simulation teachers answered
this question correctly.

Nineteen teachers chose not to answer the ques-

tion and ten ranked several of the objectives as equal.

In order to use

the responses of the ten teachers who ranked the objectives as equal, an
average was taken and assigned to the objective.
In order to determine how the teachers ranked the objectives. the
mean score of each objective was figured.

The objective with the lowest

mean was determined as objective Number 1.
The objective ranked first was to help students develop desirable
work habits such as ability to organize. to follow directions. and to he
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thorough and efficient.
important objective.
second in importance.

Twenty-one teachers ranked this as the most

Twenty-four additional teachers ranked this as
Fifteen teachers did not mark this objective, so

they evidently didn't feel it was important to their program.
Twenty-one teachers also ranked the objective, to develop acceptable character, personality traits, and work habits important to the
business office, as number one.
portance.

Nineteen selected it as second in im-

The mean rank placed this objective as second in importance.

It is interesting to note that this objective was rated as number one
in the Condor and Rainey study.

The number one objective in this study

was not included in the Condor, Rainey study.

Sixteen teachers did not

feel that this objective was important enough to rank.
The objective ranked third in importance was to understand the organization and flow of work of the business office.
placed this objective first.

Fourteen teachers

An additional nine teachers marked it as

second in importance.
Tables 19 and 20 show the ratings of the simulation teachers and
the simulation class teachers.

The simulation class teachers ranked the

same three objectives as the top three as did all the simulation teachers.
Eighteen teachers left out this ohjectivc in ranking the objectives important to their program.
The objectives, as listed in the questionnaire, are as follows:
1.

To develop acceptable character, personality traits, and work

habits important to the business office.
2.

To improve and coordinate office skills learned in other courses.

3.

To unders-tand the organization and flow of work of the business

office.
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4.

To build a background knowledge of business principles, office

organization, and occupational infonnation.
S.

To develop an acquaintanceship skill in the use of machines

commonly found in an office.
6.

To further develop skills in the typing of various business forms

and in proofreading.
7.

To develop skill in filing and in records management.

8.

To develop work simplification techniques in the office.

9.

To develop skill in looking for and in applying for an office

position.
10.

To provide an informational background of performed duties which

a beginner in an office may be called upon to perform.
11.

To help develop occupational maturity by enriching their back-

ground of business information.
12.

To acquaint students with business standards and requirements.

13.

To help students develop desirable work habits such as ability

to organize, to follow directions, and to be thorough and efficient.
14.

To provide opportunity for students to develop the ability to

evaluate their work and the work of others.
In addition to the objectives listed on Tables 19 and 20, the following objectives were added by some of the teachers:
To give experience in and understanding of the importance of interpersonal relations in an office.
Familiarity

with business papers, purchase orders, invoices, etc.

To serve the school and teachers in ·c ompleting office projects.
To understand confidentiality in conduct.
To help motivate students towards business careers.

TJ\BLE 19
OBJECTIVES RANKED J\S TO HIPORTANCE TO ALL CLASSES OFFERING SH-nJLATION
(RESPO~SES TO QUESTION 20)

Number of Teachers
Objective
Number

Resoondin~

to Objectives
Answer

Mean
Rank

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

21

24

11

9

5

5

3

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

15

3.01

1

21

19

8

11

6

5

4

3

1

0

0

1

1

0

16

3.41

3

14

9

13

8

2

8

(j

4

3

2

2

2

3

1

18

4.95

2

6

9

12

8

11

8

6

7

3

3

1

3

1

0

18

5.26

10

5

3

4

9

4

8

9

10

3

7

3

4

0

3

24

6.81

12

1

4

8

3

11

10

7

7

2

6

4

4

2

2

25

6.89

4

0

3

5

5

8

12

7

2

8

6

7

6

1

0

27

7.31

14

2

2

4

7

10

1 ()

5

8

2

3

7

2

3

6

25

7.42

11

1

1

5

5

11

6

11

3

8

6

7

2

5

0

26

7.44

6

0

0

6

6

8

8

4

8

4

8

8

9

2

0

25

7.89

· g

0

0

1

5

7

8

2

8

7

5

2

4

7

4

35

8.57

5

I

2

1

3

1

3

2

4

4

11

14

3

8

4

33

9.59

7

0

2

0

2

2

s

6

4

6

s

8

9

9

4

34

9.66

8

0

0

0

2

2

s

s

s

8

2

2

6

11

14

34

10.45

'

°'
~

TABLE 20
OBJECTIVES RANKED AS TO HIPORTANCE TO THE INDEPENDENT snruLATION CLASS
(RESPO:~SES TO QUESTION 20)

Number of Teachers Resnondinr to Objectives
Mean
Rank

Objective
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

10

11

4

4

2

3

2

I)

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

3.08

1

9

8

3

7

2

3

3

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

3.54

3

3

4

7

5

1

3

5

0

0

2

1

1

2

0

4

5.26

2

2

2

3

6

3

4

4

4

2

1

1

2

1

0

3

6.11

4

0

2

4

3

5

6

4

1

5

1

2

0

0

0

5

6.12

10

3

3

2

2

2

5

4

2

1

3

3

0

0

1

7

6.23

12

1

1

3

1

6

6

5

2

0

3

3

0

0

1

7

6.56

No

Answer

..

11

0

1

4

0

6

4

6

0

2

3

5

0

; 2

0

5

7.24

9

0

0

1

3

3

6

2

2

4

0

2

1

4

1

9

8.00

6

0

0

2

3

2

3

4

4

1

6

3

3

1

0

6

8.03

14

2

0

1

2

4

4

2

3

1

2

4

1

2

4

s

8.19

5

0

1

0

2

1

2

2

1

2

6

6

1

2

1

11

9.07

7

0

0

0

2

0

2

6

2

1

2

5

4

3

1

10

9 .39

8

0

0

0

1

1

3

3

1

1

1

1

5

4

5

12

10.31

,

0\
(J1
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Question 21--ls the Simulation class meeting the objectives desired?
Sixty-nine out of one hundred and one teachers felt that the simulation program is meeting the objectives they desire.

Only four teachers

reported that they did not feel the objectives were being met.

Fourteen

teachers felt that they did not know whether or not the objectives were
being met, and eleven did not answer the question.

Table 21 shows how

the teachers answered the question.
TABLE 21
RESPONSES TO QUESTION 21:
IS TllE SIMULATION CLASS MEETING THE OBJECTIVES DESIRED?

Simulation Class

All Responses
Item
No. of
Responses

Percent

No. of
Responses

Percent

69

68

33

73

4

4

1

2

Don't know

14

14

5

ll

No answer

ll

ll

5

ll

Partially

3

3

1

2

Yes
No

Question 22--Any additional comments would be greatly appreciated.
Following are the unedited comments from various teachers:
''First week or so should be spent on practice runs with order processing--entirc class should first sec one order followed all the way through."
"\Ve arc constantly called by employers asking for students from our
program."
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"The 'real' work concept is one in which we firmly believe • • • and
it is a major contributor to the success of the program.

During the

fourth quarter of the cluster class, the students go out and work in the
community (spending three weeks in three different jobs).

The students

come away from these jobs with employer recommendations . . . and this
is a strong promotion for the class."
"My model office work consists of jobs given to the girls by the
teachers.

Model office runs Monday-Wednesday-Friday, with Tuesday and

Thursday reserved for typing drills and timings.

Although I plan to have

a much better program next year, I have found that by having the girls
work for 'real people' rather than simulated jobs, they become very conscience of their work and skills,"
"Please feel free to call me as to the reasons we abandoned the simulation.

The materials, etc. were adequate and all developed by one other

teacher and myself."
"Serendipity is out of place in Advanced Typing.
it eight weeks, and the students are getting restless.

We have been using
The OJT Series is

fantastic."
"Student motivation and interest is tremendous always."
"This project required many hours of preparation; but now we arc
operating, I see the results and they are very satisfying."
"We did well with this program when we had a two-hour block of
time provided.

Since then we have been--for the most part--on a flexi-

ble schedule on which the students report to regular classes three days
a week for SO-minute periods and 'flex' (go where they want) two days
a week.

At the present, we are back on a regular schedule or SO-minute

class periods five days a week."
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"lfo changed from fixed classes of advanced shorthand and one-half

year business law and one-half year of business machines to the open business lab.

We really gained a great deal, because with the individualized

learning packages, we can teach everything from payroll accounting to
memory typewriter to you name it--vocabulary, duplication, cash register,
Gestetner reproduction.

North Bend set up the model for the state on this--

we have some setup • . • .It really works!

Lot of work to set up learning

packets."
One teacher offered the following information in a letter explaining
her program:
I use the OJT units as short units to teach mail handling;
accounts payable; accounts receivable; filing (in some cases); .
cashiering; and other short units in recor<lkeeping, Typing II,
and sometimes in office practice.
Indio Paper Company is used as a final project in Typing II;
Executive Offices of America is used as a special project in beginning office practice and the Lester Ifill, Inc. simulation is
used as a final project in office practice.
Lester Hill is the only one actually treated as a simulation
and is taught the second semester of office practice. I have had
several students go through the Lester llill simulation two years
in a row because there were jobs in the simulation they had not
had a chance to try and they wanted to do so.
In the Lester Hill simulation, I place my greatest emphasis
for grading upon attendance. All absences must be made up or the
student's grade is lowered. Their grades are given in the form
of a pay check every week. I have worked out a bonus and deduction system, and each student must do some extra work to receive a bonus in order to receive an "A" grade for that week.
Bonus pay is given for such things as preparing an office
bulletin board or calendar; helping another employee with his
job, etc. Deductions in pay are made for tardiness; not cleaning
up their work area; unsatisfactory performance on the joh, etc.
The students seem to like the grading system, and it has worked
very well for me.
"It is an excellent device -to point out to students how cooperation
plays an important part in an office.

Student attendance is definitely
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stressed.

If they are absent, it creates a problem within their unit--

other students have to take on part of their work load, etc.

Students

checking other students' work • • • they learn to be more careful about
what they do; and perhaps ••• not to criticize quite so loudly.
has been a fun experience.

It

This is the first year for a one-period

class; it has been two in the past, but I changed classes from Shorthand
II to clerical office practice.

One period is

definit~ly

not long enough."

"We tried one class of simulation by itself and had trouble with
number enrolled.

Seems to be working well in with office practice class.

Marketing class runs the student store and this is going very well."
"I believe the Lester Hill simulation is an extremely motivating
learning tool.

My students enjoy having their own desk to decorate and

like to be able to improve their grade by working overtime.

I had

thought students might not think the work was 'real', but they do-they take their jobs very seriously.

I am a real advocate of office

simulations."
"For several years I used Lester Hill.
tarial enough for my students.

I didn't think it was secre-

Also the repetition of the same forms

and type of work performed (even though rotated in departments) was not
the most satisfactory learning experience in my eyes."
"Development of leadership and cooperation evident.
work under pressure tested .

Ability to

Self reliance--responsibility for own work

measured."
"We tried this for one year.

It had some real positive aspects.

Per-

haps it may have been my lack of preparation time ·that made me decide to
return to the traditional classroom.

I had several other things--!

started off with a unit on secretarial workers, etc.

We then had a four-
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week unit on the dictaphones--both transcribing and dictating on cassette,
sheet and disc.

This was followed by a four-week unit on filing before

ever getting into the simulation.

I felt they did not get the mailing,

postal, itinerary, and other units.

I felt that it would have been good

for accounting rather than for se ~retarial office practice."
"I have used Lester Hill's simulation for four years.
buy new materials and forms.

My

stud~nts

really enjoy it.

Each year we
Attendance

improves and they do learn work flow and the importance of accurate work."
"The simulation class is a part of my office specialities class."
'~ave

a two-hour business procedure class (3 students) so answers

refer to that class."
"We aren't meeting the objectives because our class is more like a
business lab rather than office simulation.
making it more like a simulation.

We are in the process of

We don't have a business machines class.

For next year, I am planning to do the machine projects first semester and
set up a better simulation for the second semester."
"Extremely rewarding to tea·c h.

Even though I use the simulation as

part of another class, it is neat to sec girls develop in leadershipmanagement skills.

It is easy to become very attached to them.

Time

is the big hangup-:-there is never enough."
"Still needs some revisions as concerns procedures, etc."
"As each year passes the program becomes more important as a culminating activity for our students."
"Most students view the simulation as just another class--for which
they earn just another grade.
difference in motivation.

The simulated pay checks do not make much

Furthermore, a simulation is very difficult
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to grade.

Ordinarily, in a real office, either the worker does well

enough to be kept on the job or is fired for incompetence.

Not so in

the simulated classroom--a raise in simulated pay does very little to
increase pride.

Our sophomore simulation accomplishes what it purports

to, but it is not nearly so ambitious a project as APEX.

Start simple!"

"It is hard for a 'traditional' business teacher to 'allow' students

the freedom this class offers as it is highly unstructured and not all
students produce all of the time."
"Our situation is a little different than many schools.

Our lab is

completely individualized, and the students pick their course of study
according to what business occupation they choose.

Our room is set up

to simulate an office, and job attitudes are very much a part of the
program and evaluation.
Lester Hill.

We are not, however, running a company such as

Students are working in many different areas."

"It's my favorite class to teach.

There is enough time to really

help the students and not just skim the surface."
"Could have two classes if there were funds available.

Also have

senior office lab (not described here) which is a production class for
the school (tickets, programs, mailings, teacher handouts, etc.) composed
mainly of CWE students (30 of them!)"
"I tried the Lester Hill for two years--the students who knew some
bookkeeping liked it, but too many in the class had no experience in bookkeeping and could not keep up, and then the absentee problem, too, created
havoc--as it would in a real office.

We just did not seem to llke it, so

now we use the office job training series of Gregg, and they pick two of
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these, plus typewriting kits, as Snow Country, and the South-Western
Filing packet."
·~~del

Office needs to be two hours to accomplish its goal of

'realism'."
"Program is written up in Small School Practices--for a further
overview."
"We are a new program, two years old; so we are still developing_and
changing the class."
"The course is extremely hard to grade but is tremendously rewarding
to both the students and the teacher.

I would never, never go back to

teaching any other way."
"Students in my simulation are really finding out how important regular attendance is when others are depending on them."
"I would like to try a simulation which is more secretary-oriented.
Lester Hill is good, but is very accounting-oriented."
"I think next year we will have another simulation in office procedures."
"Coop work experience is a valuable part of the program."
"Great program! for beginners or advanced students."
"I have been using this simulation for five years.
available free from Safeco Insurance Company.
accepted seniors.

All materials are

In the past, I have only

Since seniors cannot attend school part time to pick

up their requireds, I am having difficulty attracting enough students.
Next year I will open it up to 11th graders."
"We are in process of revising.

Main problems have been getting re-

lease time for planning and available materials."
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"I am going to provide more opportunities for feedback from the
teacher to the students."

CHAPTER V
PLAN

OF

UIPLEMENTATION

Introduction
The office simulation program in the Reynolds High School will be
implemented in the fall of 1978 in the new Columbia High School.

The

program also includes the students from Reynolds High School.
The materials selected to be used

for this program are SAFECO,

printed by the Washington Insurance Council and Lester Hill Corporation
materials published by the Gregg Division of the McGraw-Hill Book Company.

By using these two simulations, two different types of busi-

nesses are presented offering the students a broader experience.
SAFECO and Lester Hill Corporation are more accounting oriented
than secretarial.

Therefore, a stenographic pool will be added as a

separate department of these two businesses.
graphic pool will be prepared by the teacher.

Materials for the stenoThe stenographic employees

will also do production work for the school.
Each office simulation student will spend one full day in an actual
business office working and observing the operations of that organization.
Objectives of Office Simulation
The following objectives will be used in teaching the office simulation
class:
1.

To help students develop desirable work habits such as ability to

organize, to follow directions, and to be thorough and efficient.
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2.

To develop acceptable character, personality traits, and work

habits important to the business office.
3.

To understand the organization and flow of work of the business

office.
4.

To improve and coordinate office skills learned in other classes.

5.

To provide an informational background of performed duties which

a beginner in an office may be called upon to perform.
6.

To acquaint students with business standards and requirements.

7.

To build a background knowledge of business principles, office

organization, and occupational information.
8.

To provide opportunity for students to develop the ability to

evaluate their work and the work of others.
9.

To help develop occupational maturity by enriching the students'

background of business information.
10.

To further develop skills in the typing of various business forms

and in proofreading.
11.

To develop skill in looking for and in applying for an office

position.
Assessment of Student and Community Needs
The Portland area will be surveyed in order to determine the types
of businesses in which graduates will be employed.

The training needs for

beginning workers, the types of equipment which the beginning workers will
be using, and the business skills ' needed will be worked into the simulation.
The questionnaire, illustrated in the appendix on page 111 will be
sent to appropriate businesses during the year prior to the year in which
the simulation is taught.

A card (illustrated on page 113 of the appendix)
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will be prepared for each business showing specific information pertinent
to that business.

The card is then used to place students for a day in a

business office or for help in placing students in jobs after graduation.
The office simulation class enrollment is dependent upon the information available to the counselors and students.

They must be aware of

the activities of the program before an interest in taking the class can
be developed by the student.
A memorandum will be sent to each guidance counselor explaining the
office simulation program.

The counselors, through interest and aptitude

tests, can recommend the program to the students interested in office
occupations.

The counselors can also help in publicity, placement, and

program evaluation activities.
A survey will be conducted in all business classes to identify the

students interested in the office simulation program.

The questionnaire

used is illustrated on page 114 of the appendix.
Publicity
In order for the office simulation program to be a success, the businesses, the community, parents, teachers, and students must be aware of
the program and of what it consists.
The following methods will be used to inform the public of the simu-

lation program:
1.

Business teachers

~ill

explain the program to students in other

business classes.
2.

The simulation teacher will visit the other business classes at

prQregistration time to explain the program.
3~

program.

Office simulation students will talk to other students about the
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4.

A summary of the class activities will be provided for the coun-

selors and administrators.
S.

Articles will be submitted to the local newspaper.

Reporters

will be invited to the classroom to take pictures of the class in action.
6.

Slides and movies will be taken of the class in action and will

be shown at City Council meetings, Chamber of Conunerce meetings, service
organizations., school board meetings, faculty meetings, freshman orientation meetings, etc.
7.

An advisory committee will be formed to provide a source for

getting information to the public through personal conversations with
associates.
8.

The advisory committee is further explained on page 93.

Graduates of the program who have been successful in office oc-

cupations will be asked to speak to various groups and to appear in the
films.

Success stories of the graduates will be printed in the school

newspaper and in the bulletins, which will be sent to all district residents.
9.

Field trips and outside speakers will provide an opportunity for

involvement with businesses.

They will then become aware of the existence

of the program.
10.
weeks.

Open house will be held during the latter part of the third nine
Business people, parents, school board members, administrators,

counselors, teachers, and interested students will be invited to attend.
11.

Brochures will be prepared by the graphic art students and will

be distributed with preregist~ation materials.
Equipment
~lost

of the equipment and supplies needed for the office sir.llllation

program are already available in the classroom where the simulation will
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be taught.

Following is a list of the equipment and supplies suggested

by the writer:
Equipment
secretarial desks
posture chairs
electric typewriters
calculators
long-carriage typewriter
executive typewriter
dictating and transcribing machines
collator
four-drawer filing cabinets
telephones and switchboard
mimeoscope
paper cutter
photocopier

mimeograph machine
postage scale
staple remover
postage meter
scissors and rulers
time clock
desk organizer
tape recorder and players
memory typewriter
paper punch
magazine rack
35 mm slide camera

Supplies
Office Job Training materials
Lester Bill Corporation materials
lettersize file folders
employees withholding certificates
current social security and weekly income tax withholding tables
W-2 forms
carbon paper
typing bond paper
second sheets
#10 envelopes
staplers and staples
paper clips
trays for 8 1/2 X 11-inch paper
stencils
masters
dictating machine tapes
blank cassettes
duplicating paper
mimeograph paper
typing ribbons
typing erasers
adding machine tape
duplicating fluid/ink
scotch tape
ZIP Code directory
time cards
time sheets
payroll summary sheets
telephone message pads
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hand cleaner
mimeograph styli
mimeograph lettering guides
telephone directory
dictionaries

postal information and regulations
secretarial handbooks
professional magazines
transportation schedules
Selection of Students
Students from both Reynolds High School and Columbia High School will
apply for entrance into the office simulation program by filling out an
application form (illustrated on page llS of the appendix) prior to registration for the next school year.

The simulation teacher will schedule

an interview with the interested students.

The form that will be filled

out during the interview is illustrated on page 117.
The main things the teacher will look for during the interview with
the students applying for the program are:
1.

A sincere desire to be employed as an office worker upon gradu-

ation or to continue full-time study in the field of business.
2.

Existing business skills and qualifications for office work.

3.

Attendance during the past year.

4.

Students willing to spend two periods per day for a full school

year in the simulation class.
S.

Students willing to conform to business standards of dress and

attitudes.
6.

Willingness to work and dependability.

Implementation
Office simulation should be taken as closely to the student's entry
into the business world as possible.

Therefore, junior stude'nts who are
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three-year graduates or have indicated a desire to complete a two-year
simulation program will be admitted into the office simulation program.
Other students will wait until their senior year to take the class.
In the scheduling of the office simulation class, every effort will
be made to schedule it so that it does not conflict with the required
classes for seniors and other business classes taught to seniors.
The students will attend the office simulation class two hours per
day and receive two credit hours for completing the course satisfactorily.
Hopefully, all students who apply for the office simulation program
will be admitted.

However, the number accepted will be determined by

the number of worker stations available.
Twenty-eight work stations will be provided as shown in the room
layout chart on page 120.
to the class.

Thus a maximum of 28 students will he admitted

A minimum of ten students must enroll in the simulation

class before it can be offered.
Pretests will be administered during the first week of school.

The

results of these tests will be used to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the simulation students and to place the students in the various
job positions.
Review of Materials to be Used
SAFECO will be used the first semester of the simulated office class.
It is an insurance simulation _printed by the Washington Insurance Council.
It has three basic components--"Simulated Insurance Manual", a specific
procedure and rate manual for student use; "Simulated Insurance Forms",
a teacher's manual and forms; and "The You in Simulation", a teacher's

manual to help plan the simulation program.
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The Washington Insurance Council also offers many other free materials
such as filmstrips, flow charts, wall charts, auto insurance applications,
good student discount applications, endorsements, etc.
An insurance company provides an ideal simulation since there are an
abundance of insurance companies which provide job opportunities to entrylevel workers.

Agents are located in small towns as well as large cities.

SAFECO is designed for a two-hour block of time for a full year but.
can be easily adjusted for one-semester.

It requires one year of typewrit-

ing and is suggested for senior students.

However, it will be offered to

junior students who are interested in taking two years of office simulation.
During the second year of the class, the students may go through any positions they missed during the first year if they so desire.

Mainly, they

will hold administrative positions and do promotional work.
Students desiring shorthand as part of the simulation can easily be
included in the SAFECO simulation.

It is also a good program to attract

boys, as many men are employed by the insurance industry.
Twenty-one different pretests are included to be given the first week
of the simulation.

These tests cover typing, machine transcription, filing,

business arithmetic, spelling, grammar, punctuation, letter composition,
and information services.

111e scores of each student wi 11 be determined

and ranked from high to low.

It is then suggested that during the second

week the students should be paired according to highest and lowest, second
highest and second lowest, etc.

Each pair forms an agency to be continued

throughout the semester.
The next five weeks is typically used for presimulation activities.
The package is designed for rotation of students during this time.

The

students will be introduced to procedures, documents, equipment, and vocabu-
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lary, grooming, telephone manners, application procedures, references, resumes and interviewing techniques.

Group presentations will be given at

this time on such things as a rating lesson by someone from the insurance
company, the proper use of the telephone by a telephone company representative or a film, and a grooming and office manners presentation by
personnel from the Trend Business Schools or by a representative of the
Nat~onal

Secretaries Association.

The best student should enter the simulated office first to take
care of the opening activities.

As the first student opens the model

office (the parent company), the agents will open the training laboratory.
During the presimulation activities, the agencies will apply for and
receive a bank loan of $1,000.
deposit of $50,000.

The parent company will make an opening

At the end of the month, the parent company and

all the agencies will pay the monthly expenses such as heat, lights, telephone, bank loan, postage, and janitorial services.

Premiums from the

insurance policies sold and commissions from the company will provide
the income.
It is suggested that the driver education students be used as customers.

Fact sheets will he sent to the driver education teacher who will

have the driver education students fill out and return the forms.
forms will be equally distributed among the agencies.

These

The agents will

write letters for appointments and interviews with the driver education
students.

They will interview these customers, determine the governing

driver, symbol of cars insured, and factors applied to base premiums.

The

· completed forms will then be sent to the company where they will be evaluated and underwritten.

A completed policy will then be given by the agent
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to the driver education student.
as friends, teachers, and parents.

Agents may seek out other customers such
The agencies that bring in the most

business will receive the greatest income.
Students who have been in the parent company and are rotated to an
agency will be allowed at least one week with their agent-partners to catch
up on what is happening.

An agent and partner will never be in the parent

company at the same time.
"Training trips" are a part of the SAFECO program.

Students showing

weaknesses in a certain area (determined by the pretest and observations of
the teacher) will be sent on a "training trip."
"training trip" in another city.

The student will go on the

The student will plan his own itinerary

and make reservations for travel and hotel accommodations.

The student will

stay physically in the classroom but goes through a period of training as
if he were a\\fay.

When finished with the training, the student will apply

for reimbursement of expenses which will be deposited in the agency bank.
One student will be designated as a banker an<l will take care of
posting the checks and deposits to the bank ledgers and preparing monthly
statements.
Several options may be added to the simulated materials in SAFECO.
At the end of the semester, each agency may prepare an income and expense
statement.

In January, a special tax accountant may be appointed to pre-

pare W-2 forms and to prepare the necessary tax forms for the parent company.

Each agency may also prepare income tax reports.
Accident claims may be incorporated into the program.

One or two

students may act as customers and call agents to report automobile accidents.

A good student may act as the claims adjuster.

Tite auto shop

students of the school may be used to prepare the estimates of the losses.
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One of the important factors of this simulation is the involvement
of other people outside the simulation class.

Besides other students in-

volved, the actual insurance company within the community will be involved
by providing resource people, forms and documents, actual procedures, and
flowcharts.

Representatives from the insurance company will also be used

to teach certain parts of the program to the students. (62)
The Lester Hill Corporation is a simulated national distributor of
equipment and supplies to hotels, motels, and other residential
tions.

institu~

It will have branch offices of which the teacher acts as the exe-

cutive vice president in charge of office operations.

The students func-

tion as employees in the branch offices .
Each branch office will have the following four departments:
(1) Sales, (2) Warehouse, (3) Traffic, and (4) Accounting.

ment will have a general manager.

Each depart-

The customers, suppliers, and bank. will

be called Tallidata.
The Lester llill simulation package consists of:
(1)

An Employee's Manual, which explains the company's organization

and contains organization charts, system flowcharts, job descriptions, company policies, duties of department managers, routines and procedures for
each department, departmental orientation exercises, information sheets
for customers and suppliers, joh application form, transfer request forms,
suggestion forms, weekly work reports, and a company catalog.
(2)
lation.

An Employer's manual, which explains how to conduct the simuIt suggests ways of setting up the classroom, introducing the simu-

lation to the students, supervising .the daily operations, and adding optional activities.

It also contains a key for the orientation exercises.
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(3)

The supply room contains all the materials and supplies needed.

A shelved box is included to store the blank forms.
There are three different office systems operating within the Lester
Hill Corporation.
(1)

Sales system.

The sales department will prepare the shipping

order from the customer's order form.

Warehouse will update the inventory;

traffic will prepare the freight memorandum; and accounting will prepare
the invoices, make the necessary ledger entries, and send the invoice to
the customer.

When a check is received for the goods, it will be routed

to the accounting department where it will be recorded and deposited in the
bank.

When stock runs low, warehouse will notify the purchasing department.
(2)

Purchasing department.

The purchasing department will prepare

the purchase order and send it to the supplier.
will prepare the invoice and return it.
tory and send the invoice to accounting.

The supplier, Tallidata,

Warehouse will update the

inven~

Accounting will make the neces-

sary entries and prepare the check and send it to the supplier.
(3)

Cash control.

withdrawals.

The bank will keep track of all the deposits and

A bank statement will be prepared and sent with the cancelled

checks to the accounting department.

The accounting department will then

reconcile the bank statement.
The employee will be evaluated each week by his supervisor and the
teacher.

Forms for the evaluation arc included in the package.

Each student will be paid a base salary of $65 per week.

Bonuses or

deductions will be made according to the student's attendance, punctuality,
quality and quantity of work, attitude, conduct, reaction to suggestions
and criticisms, etc.

The maximum salary that can be earned is $100, which

represents a grade of 100.
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About 15 hours will be used for prcsimulation activities.

During

this time the students will apply for specific jobs and will be interviewed.

After the employees are hired for their specific jobs, they will

meet with their managers, set up their departments, and complete several
orientation exercises.
When the first order comes in the operations will hegin.

A system

of checks and balances has been worked into the routines and procedures.
The employees will audit all papers that cross their desks.
them to detect and correct all errors.

It is up to

The teacher will make daily and

weekly checkups to be sure the work is heing done correctly.
An employee will be temporarily reassigned to help catch up on work
that is backlogged or to fill in for an absent employee.
workers will be done at any point.
any position has been mastered.

Reassignment of

New jobs will be assigned as soon as

Hopefully, all students will have a

chance to rotate through all six positions. (63)
Rotation of Students
Students will be assigned to their original job positions according
to their specified interests and abilities.

They will remain in this

position until the job has been learned and the student is functioning
well within that position.

Changes will be considered upon the request of

the student, the supervisor, or the teacher.
rotated at the same time.
all jobs.

Not all students will be

Hopefully, all students will be rotated through

However, this is not a must.

or interest in working in some positions.

Some students may have no desire
They may also not have the basic

skills needed such as accounting for, the accounting department or
and shorthand for the secretarial pool.

t~ing

All students, however, wi 11 ro-

tate through all the machines until a working knowledge of each is acquired.
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Evaluation
Does the office

si1~ulation

class really prepare the students for the

challenges they will receive in actual work?

In order to answer this

question, two evaluations must take place--a course evaluation and a
student evaluation.
Course Evaluation.

In order to determine whether or not the course

objectives are being met, information may be obt,ained from the following
sources:
(1)

A survey of graduates to determine whether or not the course

helped the worker on the job.
(2)

Employers shoul<l be surveyed to see how effective the former

simulation student is on the job.
(3)

Guidance counselors and other teachers may have information

on whether or not the student has improved in work habits, attitudes, and
dependability.
A survey of the graduate and employer may also provide information
on whether or not the right things are being taught.

A sample of the sur-

veys can be found on pages 121 and 128 respectively.
The teacher evaluates the program by answering the questions on the
Office Simulation Evaluation form on page 132.
Student Evaluation.

Students will be given the traditional grades

of A through F to satisfy the requirements of the school.

llowever, the

plan of evaluation is designed to help the student grow and develop in
all phases of job performance.
Each time a job transfer has been requested, the student will be
evaluated by the supervisor and teacher using the following criteria for
evaluation:
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(1)

Quality of work (25 per cent of grade)

(2)

Attitude toward work (25 per cent of grade)

(3)

Effort and improvement (20 per cent of grade)

(4)

Cooperation (15 per cent of grade)

(5)

Attendance (10 per cent of grade)

(6)

Attainment of knowledge and skill (5 per cent of grade)

The employee evaluation form supplied by the Lester Hill Corporation
set will be used for both simulations.

The evaluation will be discussed

between the teacher and the student at which time constructive criticisms
and guidance will be given the student.
The same criteria and method will be used at the end of each nine
weeks and a grade will be assigned for the report card.
The final evaluation at the end of the year will be based on how
well the student is prepared to meet the demands of the business world.
Instructional Materials
The following materials will be available in the classroom for use
in the office simulation program:
(1)

Agnew and Cornelia, Office Machines Course, South-Western

Publishing Company, 1962.
(2)

Agnew and Pasewark, Ten-Key Adding-Listing Macltine and Printing

Calculator Course, Third edition, South-Western Publishing Company, 1963.
(3)

Andrews, Margaret E., About lier, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1969.
(4)

Andrews, Margaret E., About llim, Gregg Division/HcGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1968.
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(5)

Andrews, Margaret E., It's Up to You, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1970.
(6)
Hill Book
(7)

Andrews, Margaret E•• The Job You Want, Gregg Division/McGrawCompa~y.

1968.

Andrews, Margaret E.• You Pay for It, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1970.
(8)

Andrews,

Marg~ret

E., You Said It, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1969.
(9)

Archer, Brecker, and Stewart, General Office Procedures, Fourth

edition, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975.
(10)

Archer and Stewart, Model Office Practice Set, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969.
(11)

Archer, Stewart, and Seufer, Office Cashiering Practice Set,

Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970.
(12)

Bartholome, Lloyd W. and Marion B. Warner, Clerical Office Typing,

South-Western Publishing Company, 1972.
(13)

Bassett, Agnew, and Goodman, Filing Office Practice, Third edition,

South-Western Publishing Company, 1964.
(14)

Boynton, Swanson, Carlson, Forkner, Century 21 Accounting, South-

western Publishing Company, 1972.
(15)

Brendel and Leffingwell, English Usage Orills and Exercises pro-

grammed for the Trpewriter, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968.
(16)

Brendel and Near, Spelling Drills and Exercises programmed for

the Trpcwriter, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964.
(17)

Brock, Luther A., How to Communicate by Letter and Memo, Gregg

Division/McGraw-Iii ll Book Company, 1974.
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(18)

Cleary, Joseph B., English Style Skill-Builders, Gregg Divi-

sion/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967.
(19)

Cotton, Lima, and Koeppen, Houston House, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976.
(20)

Dictionary of Bookkeeping and Accounting Terminology, South-

Wes tern Publishing Company, 1967.
(21)

Duchan/Schultheis, Filing Business Names, S_outh-Western Pub-

lishing Company, 1974.
(22)

Duchan and Schultheis, Filing Personal Names, South-Western

Publishing Company, 1974.
(23)

Fasnacht, Bauernfeind, and Vigen, How to Use Business Machines,

Third edition, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969.
(24)

Fisher, Robert, Intensive Clerical and Civil Service Training,

Fourth edition, South-\fostern Publishing Company, 1968.
(25)

Fries and Clayton, Timed \\1ritinos About Careers, Second edition,

South-Western Publishing Company, 1975.
(26)

Friedman, Sherwood and Jack r.rossman, Modern Clerical Practice,

Fourth edition, Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1975.
(27)

Fries, Rowe, Travis, and Blockus, Applied Secretarial Procedures,

Seventh Edition, Gregg Division/Hcr.raw-Ilill Book Company, 1974.
(28)

Fruehling and Bouchard, Business Correspondence, Gregg Division/

HcGraw-Ilill Book Company, 1971.
(29)

Funk, Beverley, SAFECO, Washington Insurance Council, 1975.

(30)

Gavin and Sabin, Reference Manual for Stenographers and Typists,

Fourth Edition, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970.
(31)

J~rrison,

Martha and Janice Nesbet, Executive Dictation: Contem-

porary Style, J. Weston \\'alch, Publishing, 1968.
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(32)

Henderson . and Voiles, Business English Essentials, Fifth edition,

Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975.
(33)

Kestenbaum, A. Jack, Clerical Techniques for a Business Career,

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1975.
(34)

Krawitz,· Myron J., Lester Hill Corporation, Gregg Division/McGraw-

Hill Publishing Company, 1971.
(35)

Krevolin and Nathan, The Gregg Office Job Training Program, Gregg

Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972.
(36)

Lessenberry, Crawford, and Erickson, Clerical Office Typing,

South-Western Publishing Company, 1912.
(37)

Liles, Brendel, and Krause, Typing Mailable Letters, Gregg Divi-

sion/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1960.
(38)

Mcintosh, Harriett and Clyde Welter, Executive Offices of America,

South-Western, 1975.
(39)

Meehan, Oliverio, and Pasewark, Clerical Office Procedures, Fifth

edition, South-Western Publishing Company, 1973.
(40)

Meehan, Oliverio, and Pascwark, Secretarial Office Procedures,

Eighth edition, South-Western Publishing Company, 1972.
(41)

Morrison, Phyllis, Getting the Right Job, .Gregg Division/McGraw-

Hi ll Book Company, 1969.
(42)

Morrison, Phyllis, Making the Most of Your Skills, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969.
(43)

Morrison, Phyllis, Making the Most of Yourself, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969.
(44)

Morrison, Phyllis, Opportunities in Today's Office, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969.
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(4S)

Mulkerne-Andrews, Civil Service Tests for Typlsts, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969.
(46)

100 Quickies for Business Education Classes, J. Weston Walch,

Publisher, 1972.
(47)

Pactor, Paul, Printing Calculator Course, Pitman Publishing Cor-

poration, 1969.
. ( 48)

Pasewark, William R., Duplicating Machine Processes, South-

Western Publishing Company, 1971.
(49)

Pegboard Payroll System, South-Western Publishing Company, 1972.

(SO)

Pendery, John A. and Robert W. Fuller, Clerical Payroll Procedures,

South-Western Publishing Company, 1970
(Sl)

Perkins, W. E. Punctuation:

A Programmed Approach, South-Western

Publishing Company, 1972.
(S2)

Reynolds, Caroline, Snow Country, Typewriting Practice Set, South-

western Publishing Company, 1974.
(S3)

Ristau, Robert A., Exploring Clerical Careers, South-Western Pub-

lishing Company, 1974.
(S4)

Rosenberg, Henry J., Clerical Record Keeping, Third edition,

South-Western Publishing Company, 1968.
(SS)

Schachter, Norman, English the Easy Way, Third Edition, South-

western Publishing Company, 1969.
(S6)

Skirnin, Eleanor and Patsy McMurtrie, Office Style Dictation Tapes,

Teaching Aids, Inc.
(S7)

The Executive Secretary's Word and Phrase Finder, Prentice-Hall,

Inc., 1973.
(S8)

Today's Secretary, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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(59)

Warren and Radcliff, Serendipity, Inc., South-Western Publish-

ing Company, 1975.
(60)

Weaver, Hanna, Freeman, Brower, and Smiley, Accounting 10/12,

Third edition, Gregg Division/McGraw Hill Publishing Company, 1977.
(61)

West, Leonard J., 300 Commas, Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1964.
(62)

Wigge and Wood, Payroll Systems and Procedures, Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970.
(63)

Witherow, Mary, The Secretary on the Job, Gregg Division/McGraw-

Hill Book Company, 1967.
(64)

Wood, Merle W., Number Filing On the Job, South-Western Publish-

ing Company, 1972.
Selection of Advisory Committee
The advisory committee will be selected during the year prior to the
beginning of the office simulation class.

The purpose of the committee is

to assist the teacher in the following ways:
(1)

help select and obtain the equipment and supplies needed for

proper training stations
(2)

recommend minimum standards of performance

(3)

help in the development of forms to be used

(4)

make recommendations of curriculum changes

(5)

help select and secure resource speakers

(6)

assist in surveys

(7)

help with job placement after graduation

The committee shall consist of the following people:
(1)

a full-time secretary

(2)

an off ice manager
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(3)

a business executive

(4)

a guidance counselor

(S)'

a student

(6)

a teacher

The committee will meet with the teacher at least three times a
year--in the fall, winter, and spring.
School Acceptance of the ··office Simulation Program
Before a new class can be added to the curriculum in the Reynolds
schools, a proposal must be submitted to the Curriculum Council.

The

proposal to be presented to the Curriculum Council of the Columbia High
School appears on page 134.

CHAPTER VI
SID1MARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter consists of a summary of the research effort, the
findings of the study, the conclusions reached concerning the methods
and materials used by office simulation teachers in Oregon, and the
recommendations based on findings of this study.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the methods and materials
used by office simulation teachers in the secondary schools of Oregon and
to suggest a plan to implement a simulated program in the Reynolds School
District.
Questionnaires were sent to 170 secondary schools offering office
practice classes.

Of the 170 schools surveyed, 156 teachers returned the

questionnaire for a 92 per cent response.
The data was tabulated and analyzed as it was received.
are presented in Chapter IV.

The findings

The findings were combined with information

obtained from related literature to develop an office simulation program
suitable to he implemented at the Columbia lligh School for students from
both Reynolds Iligh School and the new Columbia High School.

The plan of

implementation is presented in Chapter V.
Conclusion~

From the questionnaires returned, the following conclusions were drawn:
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(1)

Sixty-five percent of the Oregon teachers responding to the

survey teach office simulation in their business courses.
(2)

Forty-six percent of the office simulation teachers offer an

office simulation class separate from other classes.
(3)

Many different titles are used for the office simulation class.

The most frequently used titles are office simulation, model office, office
practice, and office procedures.
(4)

The classes most frequently incorporating units of office simu-

lation are office practice and advanced typing.
(5)

Most teachers teach office simulation in a full-year class.

(6)

Typing I is required as a prerequisite to office simulation by

most teachers.
(7)

The junior year is the most popular year for students to take

office simulation.
(8)

~ ~st

schools offer office simulation one period per day five

days a week.
(9)

Lester llill Corporation is taught by more schools than any other

simulation materials available.

Next in popularity are materials prepared

by the individual teachers.
(10)

Only six schools have the students do actual work for teachers

and the community.
(11)

Most of the equipment used for office simulation is equipment

already found in the school business classrooms.
(12)

Quality of work and mailability are the evaluation criteria which

receive the most weight in evaluating the performance of students in classes
which include simulation units.
of ten criteria.

Attitude toward work was ranked third out
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(13)

In the simulation class, independent of other classes, different

evaluative criteria were ranked at the top of the list.

Quality of work

was ranked first, effort and improvement as second, and cooperation as
third.
(14)

The most popular length of time at one job position is four

weeks.
(15)

Most teachers select the students for job positions through

student applications and interviews.
(16)

~tore

schools grant two credit hours for ten hours per week for

a full year than any other way of assigning credits.
(17)

The majority of the schools that offer office simulation have

over 500 students in the student body.
(18)

The more popular office simulation class size is from 11 to 20

students.
(19)

Work-flow experience, depending on the work of others, and

coordinating skills with demands on the job are facets of office simulation which arc not learned in other classes.
(20)

Office simulation was implemented in many of the schools because

the teachers desired to have it as part of their program.
(21)

Scheduling difficulties and teacher preparation time are the two

main problems faced by teachers in setting up a simulation program.
(22)

Student recommendations, counselor recommendations, and pre-

sentations in classes are the promotional methods used most often by the
teachers of office simulation.
(23)

The objective ranked first in importance to the office simulation

program was to help students develop

desi~able

work habits such as ability

to organize, to follow directions, and to be thorough and efficient.
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(24)

The objective ranked second was to develop acceptable character,

personality traits, and work habits important to the business office.
(25)

Most office simulation teachers in Oregon feel that the office

simulation program is meeting the objectives desired.
Recoml'!lendations
The information gained from this study was used to plan a program
of implementation for the Reynolds School District.

The following recom-

mendations are made as a result of the findings presented in this study;
Recommendations for the Reynolds School District.
(1)

An office simulation class should be included in the business

curriculum of the Reynolds School District.
(2)

The office simulation class should be taught at the new Columbia

-

High School where the facilities and equipment can easily be s-et up as a
model office.
(3)

The office simulation class should meet two hours per day five

days a week for a ful 1 year.
(4)

The simulation materials recommended to be used arc SAFECO, pub-

lished by the Washington Insurance Council, and Lester llill Corporation,
published by the Gregg Division/McGraw-llill Book Company.
(5)

The office simulation class should be called office simulation.

(6)

Typing I should he a prerequisite to office simulation.

(7)

The students should fill out application forms to be placed in

job positions.
(8)

Class size should be limited to 28 students.

(9)

Job positions should

b~

rotated about every four weeks.
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(10)

Promotional methods should be used to publicize the office simu-

lation class and to encourage students to enroll in it.
(11)

An advisory committee should be selected.

(12)

Office simulation graduates should be surveyed to determine

where they are being employed and the requirements of their jobs.
Recommendations for Needed Simulation Materials.
(I)

~tore

office simulation packages should be .~eveloped for use

in the Portland area.
(2)

The office simulation materials should be updated every three

or four years to keep up with the changing business world.
Recommendations for Further Study.
(1)

Further study should be made to determine whether or not the

graduates of office simulation are better prepared for office work than
the graduates of the traditional office practice class.
(2)

A study should be made to determine how much time should be

spent on office simulation.

Does a unit in office practice suffice or

should it be a full-year class?
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COVER LETTER

15848 S. E. Stephens Ct.
Portland, OR 97233
March 28, 1977

Name of Class Instructor
Name of School
Address
City, State ZIP
Dear Fellow Educator:
In the fall of 1978, I plan to implement a simulated office as
part of the business education offerings in the Reynolds School District
high schools. I am interested in finding out how other schools in Oregon
are handling office simulation. The plan for the simulated office program at Reynolds will be included in my Master's Thesis at Portland
State University.
Would you please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return
it to me in the self-addressed, stamped envelope. If the answer to
Question 1 is no, I would still appreciate receiving the questionnaire
back as that information is also important to my study.
TI1e data I receive will be tabulated and I will be happy to send
you a copy of the results. If you have a simulated office, it may be
helpful in evaluating your program; or if you have no simulated office,
it may be of interest to you in determining whether or not you should
offer such a program.
Your help in this project will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
I

Mrs. Arlene Krause
Enclosures
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OPFICE SIMULATION QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME OF SCHOOL

----------------------------

ADDRESS OF SCHOOL

-----------------------------------~

NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE--------------1.

Do you have any form of office simulation in your business curriculum?

I I

Yes

I I

No

If answer is no, please return questionnaire.

2.

Name of simulation class

3.

If simulation is a part of another class, please given name(s) of

----------------------

class{ es)
4.

5.

6.

7.

How long is the simulation class taught?

I I

a unit in another class

I I

nine-week class

I I

one-semester class

I I

integrated with other classes

I I

full-year class

I I

other - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Wha-t are the prerequisites of the simulation class?

Typing II

I I
I I

Shorthand I

I I
I I

I I

General Business

I I

Business Math

I I Sr. Standing

I I

Bookkeeping/Accounting

I I

- - - - - - GPA

I I Teacher Approval

I I

Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I I

Typing I

I I

Business Machines

Soph. Standing
Jr. Standing

For what block of time does the simulation class meet?

I I

5 hours (SO min) per week

I I

15 hours per week

I I

10 hours per week

I I

other

\\'hat text or materials are used for simulation?

/7

Serendipity, Inc.

/7

Lester Hill Corp.

I I
I I

American Paper Exporting Assn (APEX)

I I

Indio Paper Co., Inc.

I I

Executives Offices of America

I I

Personal materials

I I

other

Gregg Off ice Job Training
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8.

9.

10.

What equipment is used in the simulation?

I I

spirit duplicator

I I

posting machine

I I

mimeograph

I I

overhead

I I

off set machine

1-Y

postage meter

I I

photocopier

I I

filing cabinets

I I

electric typewriters

I I

Thermofax

I I

manual typewriters

I I

key-driven calculator

I I

long carriage typewriter

I I

electronic calculator

I I

executive typewriters

I I

ten-key adding machines

I I

transcribers

I I

practice telephone equipment

I I

projector

I I

key punch machine

1-Y

memory typewriter

1-Y

full-keyboard listing machine

I I

collator

1-Y

mimeoscope

I I

others

Rank the following criteria used for evaluating students according to
the value placed on that item. Use "l" for the item on which is placed
the most weight, "2" for the next most heavily weighted item, etc.

I I

quality of work

I I

effort and improvement

I I

quantity of work

I I

attainment of skill and knowledge

I I

mailabili ty

I I

attitude toward work

I I

cooperation

I I

initiative

I I

attendance

I I

meeting deadlines

I I

other

How often are job positions rotated?

I I

1 week

I I

9 weeks

I I

4 weeks

I I

not rotated

I I

6 weeks

I I

other
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11.

12.

llow are students selected for job positions?

I I

student application

/ / weaknesses of student

I I

-1-r

ability of student

-1-r

-1-r other

!low many credits per year are given simulation students?

I I
13.

l~w

I I
15.

I I

I I

1

I I

2

other

-------~

0-99

I I

100-299

I I

I I

300-499

500-999

I I

over 1000

many students are enrolled in office simulation?
0-10

I I

11-20

I I

I I

21-30

over 30

1

I I

2

I I

3

I I

other - - - - - - - - - - -

I I

work-flow experience

I /

maturity development

I I

depending on work of other workers

/ /

letter composition

I I

closely supervised work experience

I I

other - - - - - - - -

1-r

18.

1/2

What learning takes place that students cannot get in other classes
taught in your school, such as office practice and work experience?

17.

I I

How many classes of simulation are offered?

I I
16.

1/4

How many students are enrolled in your school?

I I
14.

recommendations

interviews

coordinate skills with on-the-job
demands

l'lhy was the program implemented in your school?

I I

demands of business

I I

recommended by advisory committee

I I

demands of students

I I

recommendation of fellow educators

I I

available funds

I I

self-desire

I I other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - What problems were encountered in setting up the simulation program?

I I

lack of funds

I I

teacher preparation time

I I

lack of equipment

I I

lack of student interest

I I

scheduling difficulties

I I

other
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19.

What promotional methods are used to encourage students to take the
simulation class?

I I

presentations in other classes

I I slides

I I

student recommendations

I I

movies

I I

counselor recommendations

I I

other

I I

20.

brochures

Please rank the following objectives as to their importance to your
simulation program. Rate the most important as "l", the second most
important as 2n~ etc.
11

I I
I I

I I

To understand the organization and flow of work of the business
office.
To build a background knowledge of business principles, office
organization, and occupational information.
To develop an acquaintanceship skill in the use of machines
commonly found in an office.
To further develop skills in the typing of various business forms
and in proofreading.
To develop skill in filing and in records management.

I I

To develop work simplification techniques in the office.

I I

To develop skill in looking for and in applying for an office
position.
To provide an informational background of performed duties which
a beginner in an office may be called upon to perform.
To help develop occupational maturity by enriching their background of business information.
To acquaint students with business standards and requirements.

I I

I I
I I
I I

I I
I I

/7
I I
I I
I I
21.

To help students develop desirable work habits such as ability
to organize, to follow directions, and to be thorough and efficient.
To provide opportunity for students to develop the ability to
evaluate their work and the work of others.
other

---------------------------------------------------------

Is the simul ation class meeting the objectives desired?

/7
22.

To develop acceptable character, personality traits, and work
habits important to the business office.
To improve and coordinate office skills learned in other courses.

Any

Yes

/7

additio i~<l l

No

I I

Don't know

comments would be greatly appreciated.
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FOLLOW-UP LETTER

15848 S. E. Stephens Ct.
Portland, OR 97233
May 2, 1977

Name of class instructor
Name of school
Address
City, State ZIP
Dear Fellow Educator:
In March, I sent you a copy of the enclosed questionnaire; and as
of this date, I have not received the completed form. I realize that
the end of the year is a busy time for teachers and that the question- .
nairc may have been lost in the shuffle of trying to wind up the year.
Consequently, I am sending another questionnaire which I would
appreciate having you complete and return to me before June 10.
Another stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience in returning the questionnaire to me.
Next to a controlled work experience, a simulated office provides the student the b~st way to prepare for the field of office work.
It helps to bridge the gap between the school and the office. Therefore,
the results of this survey may be of help to you in your business education curriculum.
Your assistance in helping me with this project will be greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,

Mrs. Arlene Krause
Enclosures

lll
COLUMBIA HIGH SCHOOL
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JOB-PLACEMENT SURVEY
1,

What jobs do you have available to high school graduates? (please check)
Stenographers
-Office Receptionist
-General Clerk
Typist Clerk
-Stock Clerk

Doctor's Assistant
-Dentist's Assistant
Switchboard Operator
Bookkeeper-Stenographer
Assistant Bookkeeper

Voice-Machine operator
-Payroll Clerk
-File Clerk
-Stock Boy
-Machine Repairman

-

Do you prefer male or female personnel for the jobs?
2.

What duties would they perform?
Typing:

3.

(Please check)
Combinations:
Dictation
-Payroll-Clerical
-Telephone
-Receptionist -Shipping-Clerical
Filing-Clerical
Bookkeeping

What are your skill requirements?
Typing:

4.

Transcription
-Invoices
-Bills
-Other off ice forms

~-------

Words Per Minute
Dictation: Words Per Minute

Production

What office machines will they be expected to use?
Typewriter: Manual
Electric
Ten-Key Adding Machine: Manual
Full-Bank Adding Machine: Manual
Mimeograph: Manual
Electric
Duplicator: Manual
Electric
Calculator: Name
Photocopy: Name
Posting Machine: ---Name
--Dictaphone: Kind
--Others:

Name
Memory
Electric
Name ----Electric
Name
Name
Name
---

Do you prefer to train your own personnel in machine operation?
Do you require a basic skill in machine operation?
5.

Do you have openings at present?
Do you see possibilities of openings in the near future?
(continued)
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How do you wish applicants to contact your office for appointments?

When may applicants contact you?
6.

What kin<ls of tests do you give applicants?
Skill:
Publisher:

7.

Personality ~--------~
Publisher ~--------~~

What are some of the personal traits that you think are most
important? (Please check)
Tact
Voice and Diction
- - Expression
- - Sense of Humor

==::

Social Attitude
Initiative
Manners
Good Grooming

Others

8.

What is your approximate beginning salary?

9.

What weaknesses have you found in the high school graduate on his or
her first job?

10.

Comments

NAME OF BUS !NESS
ADDRESS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

KIND OF BUSINESS
EMPLOYER
OFFICE HOURS
TELEPHONE NUMBER

(61:11-3)
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NAME. OF BUSINESS:
ADDRESS:
KIND OF BUSINESS:
I.

Jobs Available:

2.

Duties Performed:

3.

Skills Required:

4.

Hachines Used:

5.

Openings:

6.

Tests Given:

7.

Personal Traits Needed:

8.

Salary:

9.

Heaknesses of Former Employees:

10.

Yes

No

Contact:

(letter, telephone,
personal interview)

Comments:

( 61: 11-5)
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OFFICE SIMULATION STUDENT SURVEY
Prior to registration for next year, it is necessary to determine the
number of students who wish to enroll in the Office Simulation Program.
Therefore, we are asking that you complete the information requested
at the bottom of this page and return it to your business teacher by
the end of this week.
Office Simulation is a two-credit course which meets for two hours a
day for the full school year. A complete description of the course is
provided in the Course Description Handbook.
Pre-Requisites and Requirements for Enrollment
1.

1be Office Simulation is for seniors, graduating juniors, or juniors
who plan to take the class for two years.
The stuucnt must have successfully completed Typing I.
The student must have a good attendance record.
1be student must have an interest in an office career, must demonstrate ambition and initiative, and must be a responsible person.

2.
3.
4.

Please complete the following form:

I

I

I wish to enroll in the Office Simulation Program.

I

I

I may be interested.

I

I

I am not interested.

Signature of Student

Date

(61:II-19)
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APPLICATION FOR OFFICE SIMULATION PROGRAM
Name

Address

Phone

Birthplace

Age

Sex

---

Birthdate

Guide Teacher

------------------'-----

Counselor
\~~at

is your health condition? Good

have any physical defects?

Fair

Poor

---

Do you

Explain - - - - - - - - - - - -

Father or Guardian

Address

ibther or Guardian

Address

Father's Occupation

Mother's Occupation - - - - - -

How many times have you been absent from school this year?
Tardy

How do you consider your record as a student? (Circle one}

A B C D F

HiRh School Business Subjects That You Will Have Completed After This Year
11th Subiect
9th Subiect
10th Subject

\'/hat is your typing speed?

Shorthand speed?

What other machines can you operate?

-----------------~

Which type of job would you prefer to have (check in order of your preference 1, 2, 3)
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
- - Cashier (handle petty cash, payroll)
- - Stenographer-Secretary
- - Clerical Worker-Typist
Transcription Machine
- - Data Processing (computer)
Typist
- - Other
File Clerk

=::=

----------

Are you working now? ___
~~at

Type of Work

h~ere

do you plan to do after you graduate from high school?

(continued)
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References:

(Only two may be teachers and none may be relatives)

Name

Address

Occupation

Phone

Please answer the following questions using complete sentences. Type
your answers to questions 1 - 3 and answer question 4 in your own handwriting. Return this to your business teacher.
1.

Why do you want to participate in this program?

2.

What do you hope to be doing five years from now?

3.

What subjects do you enjoy the most?

4.

In what school or social organizations do you participate actively?
(Please answer this question in your own handwriting.)

IF I AM ACCEPTED FOR TJIIS PROGRAM, I PLEDGE MYSELF TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
EVERY OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE MY EFFICIENCY ANO SKILL AS AN OFFICE WORKER
IN BOTH THE CLASSROOM AND ON THE JOB
Student Signature

Date

(6l:II-14)
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OFFICE SIMULATION PROGRAM PERSONAL INTERVIEW FORM
(To be completed by interviewer)
Date

Name

--------

What reasons prompted you to apply for the office simulation class?

l~1at

do you plan to do after graduating from high school?

lfuat career do you wish to pursue?

--------------------

Why?
Which class do you like most?
lfuat are your hobbies?
"~at

---------- Least?
--------------------------

extra curricular activities do you enjoy?

What offices have you held in these activities?
Have you held an office in activities other than school?
l~w

many days were you absent last year?

llow many brothers do you have?

Miy?

Sisters?

Number older?

Number younger? ___ What do you know about this program for which you
are being interviewed?
What do you think you will gain from being in this program?

-------

What do you think would be the most interesting thing about working in an
office?
What do you think you would dislike most about an office job?
Are you working now?

If yes, where?

lfuat are your duties?
How long have you been with this firm?

beginning wage?

----

In what subjects do you think you need more work? - - - - - - - - - - - (continued on next page)
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In what type of business or office would you like to work?

-------

In which of the office skills do you think you are most skilled?

Do you think you are qualified for office work?

--~-

-----------~

The simulated office is an office of a company set up within the school.
The students will be expected to conduct themselves as if they were in a
real office.
\~1at

do you consider to be the proper dress for an office employee?

What do you consider to be the proper behavior for an office employee? _

If you were to be accepted into the office simulation program, would you
be willing to conduct yourself as if you were in a real office?

-----

*If you were working in an office and the person working next to you talked
constantly, therefore keeping you from getting your work done, what would
)'OU do?
--------------------------------~

*You arc on your way to an interview and your best friend comes along and
is persistent about going with you and waiting in the reception room, what
would you do?
*After working for a week on a committee report, which included five carbon
copies, your boss has returned the report with several typographical errors
circled and misspelled words ..• insisting that he needs it by tomorrow afternoon. What would your reaction be?
*Organization policy states that coffee breaks are 15 minutes long; the
group that you are sitting with isn't finished with their conversation and
15 minutes have gone by. ~~at would you do?
•m1at should an individual do if he is told to do something by his teacher
(or his employer) and he feels that such action is not necessary or he feels
that he knows of a better way of accomplishing the same results? _ _ __

(continued on next page)
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Ratings:

1 Highly Acceptable
2

Acceptable

3

Doubtful

4

Not Acceptable

Quality

1

2

3

4 and Why

..

Persona:l appearance
Poise (self confidence)
Speech (tone and grammar)
Personality
Attitude
Ability to make decisions (*)
Social courtesies
Acceptance of policies (*)
Mannerisms

(61: 11-16)
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COVER LETTER FOR
FOLLOW-UP SURVEY OF OFFICE SntULATION GRADUATES

Dear
In an effort to provide our business education students the best office simulation program, we are currently
evaluating the program at Columbia High School. We are
interested in knowing how each of our graduates are doing
in the business field and whether or not our program has
been of value to you.
Would you please fill out the enclosed questionnaire
and return it in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. Your help in our evaluation will be greatly appreciated.
Why don't you stop by the school one of these days
and share your experiences with us. We would love to see
you again.
Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Arlene Krause
Office Simulation Teacher
Enclosures:

Survey form
Reply envelope
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FOLLOW-UP SURVEY OF OFFICE SIMULATION GRADUATES
Name of high school from which you graduated
Year you graduated

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~-

Please check the correct answer for each question in this section.
1.

Check one:
( ) Male
( ) Female

2.

Check one:
( ) Married
( ) Single

3.

Check one:
( ) Employed full time for pay
( ) Employed part time for pay
( ) In military service
( ) Not employed for pay (check reason)
( ) Illness
( ) Full time homemaker
( ) Seeking employment
( ) Not seeking employment
. ( ) Going to school or college
( ) Other
~~~~~~~~~~~

4.

If you were employed during your final year in high school, did you
work:
( ) One month or less
( ) 2 to 5 months
( ) 6 months or more

5.

If you were employed during your final year in high school, were you
doing office work similar to that covered in the Office Simulation
Class?
( ) Yes
( ) No

If you have been employed since graduation from high school, please check
or complete the appropriate questions in this section.
6.

Was your first job after graduation from high school:
( ) Full time
( ) Part time

7.

How
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

did you
Through
Through
Through
TI1rough
Through
Through

get your first job after graduation?
a friend or relative
your high school
another school
a Civil Service Exam
a State Employment Service
a private employment agency

(continued)
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( ) By answering an advertisement
( ) By applying directly to a person or company that might be hiring
( ) Through a union or bargaining group
( ) Other

-------------------------~

8.

After you started seeking employment, how long did it take you to find
the first job you had after high school?
( ) I found it before I left high school
( ) Less than a week
( ) 1 to 2 weeks
( ) 2 to 4 weeks
( ) 1 to 2 months
( ) 2 .to 4 months
( ) 4 to 6 months
( ) Longer than 6 months

9.

How many different positions have you had since you left high school?
( ) None
( ) One

( ) Two
( ) Tinee or more
10.

If your present position is different from your first position, is it
with:
( ) the same firm
( ) a different firm

11.

What was the job title of your first job after graduation?

12.

M1at were your most important duties on your first job?
specific.

13.

Please be

If you indicated a different firm in the preceding question, how did
you get your current position?

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
14.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Through a friend or relative
Through your high school
Through another school
Through a Civil Service Exam
Through a State Employment Service
Through a private employment agency
By answering an advertisement
By applying directly to a person or company that might be hiring
Through a union or bargaining group
Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

What is the type of business of your present employer? - - - - - - -

(continued)
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15.

Approximately how many employees work for your present employer?
(Number in your branch if part of a larger firm)
( )

1 -

49
( ) so - 99
( ) 100 - 249

( ) 250 - 749
( ) 750 or more
16.

What is your present job title? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

17.

What are your most important duties on your present job?
specific)

18.

How
( )
( )
( )
( )

19.

!low long do you plan to stay in this type of work?
( ) I plan to make it my career
( ) At present I have no plans to change
( ) Probably a few years
( ) I plan to change soon
PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY

(Please be

well do you like this job?
Very well--(! like all the activities)
Fairly well--(! like most of the activities)
Not very well--(! don't like many of the activities)
Not at all--(I don't like the job)

-------------------------

20.

What is your pay (before deductions) on your present job?
fill in ONE of the lines below)
( ) $
per hour
( ) $
per week
( ) $
per month

21.

Where do you work?
City

County

(Please

State

22.

Do you work within commuting distance from your high school?
( ) Yes
( ) No

23.

Check the statement that best describes where you work:
( ) I work within ten miles from the high school from which I graduated
( ) I work more than ten miles but less than fifty miles from the
high school from which I graduated
( ) I work more than fifty miles from the high school from which I
graduated but still in the same state
( ) I work in another state
(continued)
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24.

How
( )
( )
( )
( )

many pay increases have you received since graduation?
None
One
Two
Three or more

25.

How
( )
( )
( )
( )

many promotions have you received since graduation?
None
One
Two
Three or more

26.

Since graduation, how much additional formal training have you received from an employer?
( ) None
( ) One or less days
( ) Two days
( ) Three to five days
( ) Five days or more

27.

If you received additional training on the job, what was the purpose
of this training?
( ) To do the regular job
( ) To perform special tasks
( ) For promotion
( ) Other

----------------------------------------------------------

28.

List the kinds of training, if any, you have received through an employer:

29.

In reference to your present job, which three of the following are
most important to you? MOST IMPORTANT (Please rank in order of importance--!, 2, and 3)
( ) Starting salary
( ) Working conditions
( ) Job security
( ) Good supervisors
( ) Good fellow workers
( ) Importance of work
( ) Opportunity from promotion
( ) Good fringe benefits
( ) Serving others
( ) Personal interest in work
( ) Location
( ) Other

----------------------------------------------------------

30.

In reference to your present job, which three of the following are
least important to you? LEAST HIPORTANT (Please rank in order of
least . importancc--1, 2, and 3)
( ) Starting salary
( ) \forking conditions
(continued)
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(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

Job security
Good supervisors
Good fellow workers
Importance of work
Opportunity for promotion

( ) Good fringe benefits
(
(
(
(
31.

)
)
)
)

How
the
( )
( )
( )
( )

Serving others
Personal interest in work
Location
Other ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
have you used the professional skills and attitudes developed in
Office Simulations class? (CHECK AS HANY AS APPLY)
Seeking a job
Applying for a job
Maintaining a job
Receiving promotions

Please answer the following questions if you are or have attended a school
or college since your high school graduation.
32.

Have you attended a school or college after graduation from high school?
( ) Yes

( ) No
33.

If you answered yes, are (or were) you enrolled
( ) Full time
( ) Part time

34.

If you arc attending a school or college, what kind is it?
( ) Four-year college
( ) Public junior or community college
( ) Business school
( ) Trade school
( ) Other

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

35.

What is (or was) your major course of study?

36.

Are you partially financing your education through using the skills
and knowledges you gained in your Office Simulation class?
( ) Yes

( ) No
37.

Did the Office Simulation class training influence your choice of
your college major?
( ) Yes

( ) No

(continued)
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38.

Your personal estimate of the value of Office Simulation training.
In Column I check all subjects or units you consider very valuable.
In Column II check all subjects or units you consider of little value.

Column I

Column II

Business Communications
Shorthand
Typewriting
Adding Machines
Calculators
Transcribing Machines
Bookke.eping
Business Law
Personal Finance
Personality Development
Grooming
Mimeograph Duplicating
Ditto Duplicating
Telephone Usage
Filing
Office Procedures
Job Application
Other
Please complete this section so our records will be accurate.
39.

Your name and address:
Name ~------------------~
Street
City
State
ZIP code - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

40.

If you had it to do all over again, would you choose to take the
Office Simulation class?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Unsure

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US TO HtPROVE OFFICE EDUCATION!

(61: IV-25)
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COVER LETTER FOR
EMPLOYEES Pv\TING FORM

Dear Sir or Madam:
In evaluating the office simulation program at
Columbia High School, the reactions of employers to
our graduates will help us determine the value and
effectiveness of our program.
Would you please have the supervisor of the employee named on the evaluation form fill out the form
and return it to me in the enclosed stamped, selfa<ldressed envelope. An instruction sheet is attached
to the evaluation form. If the person on the evaluation form is no longer in your employ, I would still
appreciate having an evaluation of that person if at
all possible.
Your help in evaluating our office simulation
program will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Arlene Krause
Enclosures:

Instruction sheet
Rating form
Reply envelope
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INSTRUCTIONS TO RATERS
1.

Read the evaluation fonn thoroughly before rating the employee.

2.

Base judgments upon entire employment period.

3.

Compare employee with others in a similar position.

4.

Evaluate each trait separate from others.

S.

Check the appropriate number for each trait.

6.

The rating scale to be used is:
1

= Extraordinary

2
3

= Very good
= Satisfactory

4

= Barely

5

= Inadequate

acceptable

-, - ,- ,

I

EMPLOYEE RATING FORN
Employee's Name

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Employee's Job Title

TRAITS

--------------------------2

1

3

4

5

QUA."ITITY OF WORK:
Consider number of assignments completed and volume of work in relation to the work performed by others in a similar position.
QUALITY OF WORK:
Consider all acceptable work according to thoroughness, accuracy, and
orderliness compared to work performed by others in a similar position.
INITIATIVE:
Does the employee find new ways of doing things, does things without
being instructed, and find new things to do as compared to other
workers in a similar position?
DEPENDABILITY:
Does the worker complete the assigned jobs on time without a lot of
supervision?
PUNCTUALITY AND ATTENDANCE:
Consider if the employee arrives to work on time and is regular in
attendance
(continued)
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TRAITS

1

2

3

4

5

JUDGr·IENT:
Does the worker use good judgment in the absence of detailed instructions and in unusual situations?
APPEARANCE:
Does the employee make a good impression on others as to personal
grooming, neatness, and cleanliness?
ATI'ITUDE TOWARD OTHERS:
Does the employee accept others as they are and treat them as equals?
VALUE TO ErtPLOYER:
Review all factors previously listed and determine how valuable
the employee is to your firm.

.....
VI
.....
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OFFICE SIMULATION EVALUATION

(to be completed by teacher)
Yes
1.

Are the course content and work
stations based on the individual
needs and objectives of the
students?

2.

Are the course content and work
stations approved by the advisory
committee?

3.

Are the instructional materials
appropriate for the work station?

4.

Do the instructional materials
detail the duties of each work
station

5.

Do the instructional materials
allow the student to assume the
role of an office worker?

6.

Do the instructional materials
allow the student to apply office
procedures and techniques?

7.

Do the instructional materials
allow the students to pursue
their interests?

8.

Do the instructional materials
permit the student to strengthen
weaknesses in basic skills and
knowledges?

9.

Does the simulated office permit the students the opportunity
to work at their own pace?

10.

Does the office simulation class
encourage students to act and
dress as they would in a real
off ice?

11.

Are the students given a variety
of activities to do?
(continued)

No

Partially
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Yes
12.

Are goals set and strived for?

13.

Are social activities included

in the program?
14.

Are office standards of quality
and production adherred to?

15.

Is the equipment and facilities
used up to date and appropriate?

lo.

Does the student evaluation consider individual differences?

17.

Is the student evaluation comparable to the evaluation used
in offices?

No

Partially
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MEMO TO CURRICULUM COUNCIL
FOR PROPOSED OFFICE SIMULATION CLASS
To:
Curriculum Council Members
Arlene Krause
From:
Subject: . Proposed Office Simulation Class
Date:
It is the desire of the Business Department to implement an office
simulation class into its curriculum in September, 1978.
It is proposed that the class be a two-hour block five days a week
with two credit hours given to the students successfully completing the
program.
TI1e class will simulate two different businesses offering the students a variety of experiences in office work.
The office simulation class is an effective way of preparing office
workers for the following reasons:
1.

Specific skills and knowledges are combined into meaningful
exercises to provide relevancy to the actual office situation.

2.

Students have the opportunity to actually perform the duties
of office workers.

3.

Students improve their human relations by learning to work together through stress situations.

4.

The tasks the students perform motivate them to build their
skills.

S.

Decision-making is emphasized.

6.

Teaching is directed toward preparing the student for a vocation.

7.

The student is guided toward his career objective through individualized instruction and guidance.

8.

111e teacher is able to combine many areas of instruction into
meaningful office simulation activities.

9.

Businesses become more involved in the school by helping the
teacher develop .realistic office projects.

10.

The students understand the organization and work flow of the
business office.

One division of the simulated company is the stenographic pool which
will do production typing for the office and teachers.

